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ci r~.c be- 1J.t~r ) 'lt!e , ~ J. tJ !, COi ·J.E-~l :Lr: ~o r-:~. t iorL .. t r~·~ n G~_ .o,~t ::~ ti orl.; 
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weche.:tn sn: o:r. CO dH,lJ.n:!. G~: -.:.;enc l (':-' J f 1n <, 1Cl L·~ e;ov'-':::cn.-
l..; J~t <':;o JCi ·:o ··.n ·.L t ;-c-; !!i"-','F,er of coEcJ.uct i n:: vo l -
l .n i;- r ~· f,c:;enci :;s . 
e, ) Tl·l.s : ~ ·;_nti )!"l c:[' - ,-, •rh~·~: .. r .t ·:; 1~01.~1 0.. :·Je t:-· u c· }tt 
} .. " - ,_ .ll ·, ,.. -, 1 . r .;: ·j ,., ' m 1 "' " 1 l .. • ' ...... ·' ·~ .J ·~. Or ·~ ,, . , -~' .c_.k ... : ·., l - -,J.. . J. 1~, J.. ____ n uT c<. \.J:.on 
.::1-"0'.'l.S h O'• the t o'-\_ o:·j_ ng :-'; }L l1li..~ ue::::in ·, i th 
the i nt~. :i ri .lu ::,l c:.n·~~ l oc::'.l c o! ·~r··ur.i ty then be 
e:x t c :u··~ ed . 
The in c·:~ _' uo t ...... _n .-. houffi d be r'. f~ c ono J• t:te c .. • 
r)c .,-:; i lJle . 
(c) Th class sL::,u1 6. m:;...ke obo~ er v;J. ti o n s . 
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SOCIAL STUDI ES I N THE RI Ga SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL SI NCE THE BEGI NNI NG OF THE WAR. 
PART ONE. 
I NTRODUCTI ON. 
1. Meaning of the Term, "Socia l Studies." 
The term "Social Stud ies" ha s corae into 
u s e very recent ly and seems i n usage to be synomymous 
with t he term "Soc ia l Scienc es ." I n t he Encycloped i a 
of Educat ion socia l sc i ences a re defi ned a s"thos e · 
whi ch have for their subj ect mat t er socia l phenomena, 
that is the ~henomena occa sioned by exist ence of 
s oc ial grpupe , such a s f amil ies , tribes , sta t es and 
na t ions." Acc ordi ng t o t he renor t of t he Committee 
on Socia l studies of t he Nat iona l Education Associa-
t i on "The socia l s t udi es are understood to be t hose 
whose sub j ec; mat te r relat es di r ect ly to t he organiza-
t i on and deve~opment of hlj!1an ~ociety an.:i t o man a s a 
membe ::::" of .soc1a l gr ou:9 s." Soc 1al studi es a r e t hos e 
d ist i nguishei fr om ot he r s tudi e s in that t hey have 
soc i a l content . Whi l e i t is true t hey a l so tend a t 
pre sent to have a socia l aim , yet t h is is true of 
most of t he stud ie s i n the curr iculur~ . In many hi gh 
schoo l s t he social stud. !3s nee .i socializat ion as much 
as t he other stud i es . 
The socia l stud i es wi th t he excepti on of 
his tory a~d poli t i c a a r e of compar a tive1y re cent 
ori ~ in . Tkere i s a t endency at p r e s ent towa r d a 
general introduc t i on of t hem i nt o the element a r y and 
sec~nlary schoo l. There ar e many r easons, t ha t lead 
u s t o be l ieve t :hey will gr adual l y '!lUSh down t hr ous h 
t he whole educat i ona l sya t em . The soc l a l studi es 
whi ch we s hall consider in t h i s pa~er a r e ; geogr aphy, 
h i story , civic s , economic s and sociology. 
• 
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II. The Need of Social Studies in the High School and 
Junior High Syhool~ 
The content of the high school curriculum 
until recent ly has been almost wholly regula ted by tra-
di tion ·:and the College entrance requirements~ We are 
beginning to arouse from our ,_ dreams, to 
see that traditional studies will not necessarily train 
to meet present needs. And since only a small propor~ 
tion of the high school students go to College, it is 
fol l y to make training for College, the primary aim of 
2 
the secondary school~ So we are realizing as never be-
for~ that. primarily our training in the public echooi 
should be such as will enable the student to meet the 
issues of life in a democratic society. In a democracy the 
responsibility for the conduct of the government rests 
upon every member of society, so it \'l'ould menace our 
democratic pril}.ciples to fail to train studentS' to en-
able them to meet intelligently this civic and social 
responsibility. The public school has been inc l ined 
to deal with pupils as individuals rather than social 
b eings. Since the school is a social institution and 
should train the whole child in all his relationships, 
it is very important that the social studies· have a 
prominent place in the curriculum. And too since the 
social tendencies of children are spontaneous, they should 
be trained and utilized, instead of being ignored or 
suppressed~ 
When the great cloud of war cle.x·kened the 
horizon of the world's golden prospectsf~~e t hunders 
of the world's big guns were r~~erberating from the 
hills and mountains' of Europe;~the lightning of liquid 
fire and bursting shell were flicki&ng and flashing 
among the wooded hills and dales; w "" . the submarines: 
were dealing out death and destruction upon the high 
seas, we were drawn into the mighty whirlpool and our 
principles were threatened wit h utter ruin. li-e aweke;·, 
to the fact that our training had not been what was 
needed for such a time and for our future prosperity~ 
So the President, with a clarion voice gave us no un-
certain sound as to our educational need~"'Ilhe war i s 
bringing t o t he minds of our peop le a new appreci a-
tion of the J:)rbblems of ~ nat i omi l -life and a · ~ de €mer ... : 
u.nJ.e:'c s~and ing of . t he meani rig ..:_and ~, ~ ims '.of democracy. . .. . 
Mat t era , which he r etofore have seemed c6mmonplace and 
• • 
Trivial are seen in a truer li ght . The urgent demand 
for t he production and proper distribution of f ood 
and other natural resources ha s made us aware of the 
c los e dependence of individual upon indivi·dual and 
nation upon nat:i.on. T}te effort to keep up social and 
industrial organizat i on in spite of the withdrawal 
of men for t he army 1 has revealed t he ext ent to 
which modern life has become complex and specialized. 
THese lessoma of the war mu~t be learned 
quickly if we are to intell i gent l y and successfully 
defend our Institutions. When the war is over we must 
ap·:.; ly the wia1om 1 which we have acquired in purging 
and ennobling the life of t he world. In the se vital 
tasks of acquiring a broader vi •3W of human possibili-
t i e 8 1 t he common schoo l must hav e a large pd.rt . I 
urge t he teachers an : other school off ic ers to in-
c rease materially t he time and attention devo ted to 
instruction bearing direc t ly on the problems of com-
muni t y and national life. Th.is is not a pJ.ea for a 
t emponv~ enlargement of t he Tscl).oo l program approDria t e 
merely to t he period of t he war . It is a pl ea f or a 
rea lization in public educat l on of t he new emphasis, 
wh i ch ~he war has giv 9n to t he i deals of democrac~ 
and to the broader concept i on off national life. " · 
The educators, adi:o. ini strat ors anJ teachers 
rose a s one mi ghty phalanx to raeet t hi s urgent ne ed 
and many of t he most valuable civic lessons ever 
taught our chi l dr 1n have been given . since t hi s call. 
We now hear r eport s fr om eve ry noo~anJ cormer of our 
fa ir l and te l l ing u s t h~ mi rrhty accompli s hm ent of the 
var i ous war organizat i on8 brought about by t he co-
O:!)erat ion• of the school children. THey have actua lly 
rubbed up against · one o f t he rough si :le s of rea l ity 
and have lea r ned soli e socia l le ssons t hat can never 
be e:rase :-1 fr om t heir inrtl08t 'oeing . So since t he war 
ha s pointed t he ind ex finger towar ds our i mperative 
need of training in t he socia l sciences, we should 
remedy t he defects of the past by giv ing more empha s iS 
to t his ~hase of uractical train ~ 1g . · 
' . 
True democracy, should provide univer sa l traih-
ing to enable all men t o reach t he highe s t peaks of 
thei r capac i ty for service and achievement. The past 
century ha s anni hila ted time a nd space, ye t at t he 
• 
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same time has gr eatly enla r ged t he horizon of man's 
int erest and made our world muc h l arger t han that of 
our ance st ors as well as increa s ed t he complexi ty of 
our uroblems. Since democracy ha s tri'urnphed i n this 
awfui struggle , the coming century will likely be 
mo~e democratic than the past. I n f act, many o f our leaders 
• 
c.m.. 
are declaring with Mr.ASchwab that this will be the 
common man's century. If this is a true prophecy, our 
public schools will have to exert a strenuous effort 
to give the needed social training to prepare us to 
grapple with the complex social problems that confront 
us and steer us clear of Bolshevism~ 
The war has certainly demonstrated our 
interdependence~ Truly no man can live to himself and 
no ·man dieth to himself. We are all bound together 
by innumerable interests. Modern social life is a jungle of interests and a hank, which is fearfully 
tangled. So there must be a diffusion of much social 
knowledge to guide us aright and help us to unravel 
these various complexities~ 
The war has also shown us the need of co-
operation in the performance of great tasks. Abstain-
ing from meat a day or two each week by a large num-
ber of pe rsons solved the problem of furnishing meat~ 
the vast arn~es of the Allies. The purchase of small 
denominations of Liberty Bonds with the buying of 
thrift and war saving stamps by a large number enabled 
the government to amass billions for the prosecution 
of the war. This same co-operative spirit is needed 
in times· of peace ae .well as war, for in truth to 
fail to co-operate wit h each other would mean anarchy~ 
The condition in Russia is a marvelous illustration 
of the lack of co-operation 1 which has been caused by 
a lack of training among the masses. And now ~rB · 
the Peace Conference has completed its work, capi t al 
~d labor sta~?--~h dr~!l,._swords, indicating a lack oftnes~Pir!-&;~hlc n 7i6To--7imperative except through 
an intensive social training in the public schools. 
4 
We have learned the need of economy during this world 
catastrophe. The waste of the natural reaour.ces in the 
past is appalling. We must learn the lesson of economy 
l est we be stranded in a few centuries~ The unnecessary 
loss of life by preventable diseases and carelessness 
is staggering to those who are acquainted with such 
matters. The social significance of these matters is just now beginr:. ing to dawn u-oon us and the proper 
· .. 
~·I 
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adjus tments can only be made by social education. Im-
migrants have been coming to this country in such l a rge 
numbers that our democratic principles will soon be 
swamped unless we train them to appreciate and under-
stand our ideals and Institut ions. The pro gress of 
the Woman~• suffrage movement has also greatly aug-
mented the need of social studies, for if women are 
granted suffrage they must be trained in the duties 
of citizenship to enable them to use the ballot aright 
and produce the right kind of l eaders for the various 
reforms which they have undeEt aken. So since our 
President, the Bureau of Education, and many prominent 
educators and teachers are urging an emphasis on 
the social studies; also the interests of the pupils 
and the excessive elimination are demanding a more 
socialized and practical public education, we should 
give the social sciences a fair trial in the high 
school and junior high school~ 
The Social studies in the high school and 
Junior High school where pupils begin to specialize 
will serve to hold together the different curricula 
and give all the students a common interest in the 
general facta of social interdependence and responsi-
bility. 
III. The Aims of the Social Studies~ 
The aims of purposes are the blue print-
plane for the structure we expect to er,ect. If they 
are blurred or indefinite the r esults will be indef-
inite. While it is very nece s sary that we have the 
motive power, yet it is also important that we have 
a set goal lest we go the wrong direction and our 
effort be fruitless. It seems that one of the diffi~ 
culties in getting re sults in the teaching of the 
social studies is the lack of uniformity in aims. It 
is also evident in formulating the aims of educat i on 
tha t we have dealt too much in abstract generalities 
to make them significant. The need today is the formu-
lation of aims, which are more explicit and concrete 
and at present the tendency is in that direction~ 
We give here a panoramic view of the aims in social. 
studies by vari ous aut hors to show their variety and 
lack of unifcrmity. Walter Robinson Smith says ttThe 
basic principles on which a scheme for the better 
adjustment of education to social needs should be 
f ounded are that it should more definitely accomplish 
three things. (1) It s hould develop appreciation 
6 
or a desire for better things within reach of the 
individual in an~ _advancing soci ety. (2) It should pro-
vide information or give one possession of a fund 
of valuable knowledge. (3) It should stimulate utiliza-
tion or give to the indivi dual the training nece s sary 
to l ead him to use1his ideals and his knowledge in efficient living•~ Cassius J. Keyser gives three 
aims or i dea ls; intel l i gence, emancipation and magna• 
nimity. He claims that intel l i gence is the sole means 
of emancipation and emancipation is the only means 
of magnanimity, the highest estate of man~~c. N~ 
Kendall, says the social studies should inspire pa~­
triotism, appreciat l on of one's country and the rec-
ognit i on of one's obliga tions to serve it. ThjY should 
cultivate tolerance, imagination and judgment. The 
Committee of the National Educa tion Association on 
social studies says "The social studies of the Amer-
ican high school should have for their conscious 
and con stant purpose the cultivr;;. t .ion of good citizen-
ehipfn Calvin 0. Davis gives ten aims or values that 
should be sought; 
(1) Auxilliary value or helping to get the full value 
of other subj e cts~ 
2 Pra ct ical or utilitarian value~ 
3 Int ellectual value or power to think~ 
4 Political or civic value~ 
5 Ethical or moral value~ 
6 Social Value~ 
7 Re l i gious value~ 
8) Aesthetic value~ 
9) Conventional value or power to develop graces, 
manners and conventions~ (16) Cultural or prepa r a tion to enjoy leieure~6-
David Snedden says "We should seek certain appreciations, 
1. £qllfttilon.o./ Revte w Uol . 5",' /'17, 
J-..£cl u ~~~- tu n al i?e v 1e ttl Uu{. 53; 3 .Z( 3:Z 7. 
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attitudes, und~rstandings and ideals, that are be-
lieved (and where po ss ible known) to bear in imnor-
tant measure UDOD good citizenship and personal. cul-
ture, that should be expected of intelligent men and 
women living in a twentieth century democracy~nt He 
also says that "at the age of twelve to eighteen there 
must be some social science materials for socially 
and culturally pragmatic purposes~" 
It seems to us that the great difficulty 
with these as well as all aims is getting the exact 
concrete significance of them. It must not be for-
gotten that education is an evolution or growth, a 
progressive process, an ever advancing movement, 
a dynamic procedure, which is continually being 
augmented by new elements and complexities~ So it is 
difficult to formulate fixed aims to fit a dynamic 
condition. The tendency is to get them either so 
general that they are ambiguous and not significant 
or so specific that they are too narrow~' Pfof ~ John 
Dewey gives the following criteria for good aims~ 
{( 1. The aim set up must be the outgrowth of existing 
conditions. It must be found ed upon intrinsic activi-
ties and needs~ · 
2~-It must be flexible i.e. capable of alt eration to 
meet circumstances. The aim must be experimental and 
growing as it is tested in action. It must be capable 
of being translated into a method of co-op erating 
with the activities of those undergoing instruction~: 
3. The aim must represent a freeing of activities. 
It is a means of actio~~~If these criteria have any 
verity in them the composite term, social efficiency 
comes the nearest of expressing the proper objective 
aim of the social studies~ This is open to the ob-jection that it is abstract and capable of various 
constructions. So the elements must be emlli'lera ted to 
be given the intended meaning~ We would include the 
following elements in social efficiency as an aim of 
the social studies; social or civic (including moral~ 
cultural, practical, informational and disci~linary~ 
We believe the social or civic element 
whicbJposeesses the 'fpower of develo~ing the qualtities 
/, S CA"'" c c..:>r. cl S oe i efr · l/o !>;- ~7~-- ~7J'", 
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of civic pride, civic consciousness, patriotism, res-
pect for law, co-operation, magnanimity etc~, should 
r eceive the primary emphasis especially in Civics~ T 
The element of culture would be emphasized more 
in history than any of the othe r social studies~ 
The. practical element should ever be kept clearly in 
mind. To connect the study with the practical issues 
of life gives it vitality and interest~ The training 
should be associa ted with the daily living, yea even 
put into practice in student activities and be made 
to function in the student's pre s ent needs~ 
8 
While some of the writ ers on social 
studies would have us put on the soft pedal when we 
come to the informational element, yet we feel this 
should not be put in the back ground, for all studies 
should add to our fund of information. It is true that 
doing is more important than knowing, but right action 
in complex situations involves accurate knowledge. Of 
cour s e the informa t ion to be offered would depend· 
upon its usability. The disciplinary element, is being 
given very li t tle emphasis at pre s ent. It is by no 
means un i mportant. Prof. Dewey says "Interest and 
discipline ar~ correlative aspects of activity having 
an aim. To have int er est is to take things as ent ering 
into a continuously developing situation, instead of 
taking t hem in isolat i on. It demands continuity of 
attent ion and endurance. This attitude is what is 
meant by will. Discip line or deve l opment of continuous 
power of attention is its fruit."'· According to this 
interpretation discipline is sy s tematic t hinking, 
which is by no means to be looked u~on with dis-favor 
in the teaching of the social studies. These elements 
above mentioned as objectives for the teaching in the 
social studies are somewhat commensurate with the 
aims of education, in general~ 
• 
IV. The Methods and Subject Matt er of the Social Studies~ 
The teaching in the social studies in the 
past has been too much confined to the dry-as- dust, 
chronological or logical method, which is stil] in vogue 
in many schools~ They seem to t h ink the chief aim is 
to stuff the mind with encyclopedia facta, dates, etc., 
/,De Jn oC ra... c/ a a d Ed u c a.- il• :>t , /)~we/ ,Pa..Je ; UJ/ 62 , 
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by the process of memorization~ The assignment \Vas 
usually so many pages in the text-book wit hout any 
supplemental material~The interests and needs of the 
students were given little or no consideration in 
the selection of the subject matter. The training 
was usually for the future supposed needs instead of 
those of the present. This old cut and dried method 
does not satisfy the present day demands and must be 
relegated to the scrap heap. The teacher should no 
longer be a giver and definer of _ facts but a guide, 
director, interpreter and leader~· 
The method used should appeal to the 
student and actually funct i on in his daily living. The 
teacher should have no set method, but should vary 
with the needs~ The teaching today should be more 
inductive and problematic~ The studies shoul~ be 
built ab ou~ significant concrete problems. The 
primary aim should be to get the student to think~ 
According to Professor John Dewey the essentials of 
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met nod are identical with the- essent ials of reflection~ 
1~ The pupil must have a genuine situation of exper-
ience, i.e. there must be a continuous activity in 
which he is interested for its own sake~ . 
2 ~ .A. genuine problem must develop wit hin this ai tua tion 
as a stimulus of thought~ 
3~ He must possess the information and make the ob-
serva tions needed to deal with it~ 
4~ Suggested solutions must occur to him which he shall 
be responsible for developing in an orderly way~ 
5~ There must be an opportunity and occasion to teet 
his ideas by application to rnate their meaning clear 
and to discover for himself their validity} He also 
says the individual traits of good method are; 
u~ 8traightforwardnessj ~) flexible intellectual in-
terest or openmindednessj (3) integrity of purpose · 
(4) Acceptance of the responsibility for the cons~quence 
of one's activity including thought~~-
President Eliot says "The inductive method 
proceeds from the observation of the concrete and 
practical; it seeks the fact; it thinks little of 
the abstract or speculative~ It studies the fact, the 
concrete object. It goes for the truth , the facts, the 
concrete object~ ·· · · · · · ·- - · 
/, DeJntJ~J-.,..<:. 1 a J1<d Educa..tl.on.- ZJeurey /"'?~ /1.2-J 
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Having observed the fact it compares fact with fact 
and fact group with fact group; and from comparison 
it draws limited inference. Finally it makes careful 
record· of all the observations~ groupings and infer-
ences~ Out of that inductive process have come, 
we may say without exaggeration, all the new ways of 
doing things, all the modern industri4S , all the 
new freedom, collective potencies and social equal.,.. 
izations.n 
The tendency at present is toward the 
concrete and inductive which without doubt will greatly 
benefit the training in the social studies as it fur~ 
niahed opportunity for individual initiative and con-
structive group work. The problems however must be 
relevant to the probleiUs of group living and the 
observations and infonnation should develop social 
insight and interest. The ~eations that are proposed 
for this kind of instructioft should be pointed, con-
structive and significant, and calculated to engender 
valuabla discussions. One of the results of using this 
method should be an experimental attitude which is a 
valuable asset~ The inductive and deductive· methods 
can. be used together to advant~e as the ~mer dis-
covers and the latter compares. 
Informal lectures should be given for 
the amplification of topics and the introduction 
of new ideas and supplementary materials~ These 
lectures should be of ~ital importance in impressing 
the significant features of the lesson upon the 
· mind of the pupil also in estaoliahing confidential 
rela.t ions between the pupil and teacher. Occasiona~ 
readings by the teacher may stimulate interest and 
occasional review and a short , sharp quiz impresses 
and clinches the material in the students mind. A 
brief summary at the close of the lesson is very 
beneficial~ 
The topical and syllabusmethods are 
used with the thought that they point out the si~ 
nificant subjects and give some analysis of the 
top ics. These methods may be used to advantage for 
grou~ assignments~ 
• 
The study of biography of prominent and 
heroic characters is valuable in some of the social 
etuj ies. The text should be used for giving the gen-
eral material which should be supplemented with other 
material. 
The material must be eelec~ed with refer-
ence to individual, co~nunity, national and world needs 
and interests. The Subject matter should appeal to 
the student as being intrinsically worth while. The 
material is usually too abstract and should be accom-
panied with an abundance of descriptive and illustra-
tive material, closely associated with present day 
interests and institutions, thus getting as many life 
contracts as possible. The subject matter should be 
arranged on the socio-paychological basis, rather 
than the scientific or logical~ 
The content should be determined more 
by thestudents'present needs and past experience than 
by their future, hypathetical needs. We learn to 
live by living, so if we have the mental and social 
nourishment necessary to meet the present situations, 
we should grow sufficiently by this experience to 
enable us to meet the future em'3rgencies~ The supple-. 
mentary material should include collateral reading, 
reports on topics, various kinde of constructive work 
such aa maps, notebooks, sill~nariea, orations, debates, 
programs, reports on excursions, and visits, surveys 
etc. We should also use charts, diagrams, modele, 
pictures, etereopticans, etc.) to vitalize the work~ 
Let us again suggest th~t we should not hold rigidly 
to any set method but seek a variation of the different 
methode! 
v. The Organization of the School Studies in the High 
School and Junior High School~ 
We believe the social studies under con-
sidera tion in this discussion should be organized on 
the cycle plan, having one cycle for the junior high 
school and one for the senior high school, as such 
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an outline seems to coincide roughly with the physiol-
ogical periods of adolescence. Large numbers leave· 
school in the iighth and ninth also the twelfth 
grades, eo it is important that they be provided with 
a course of social study, which is as comprehensive 
and complete as possible ere they leave school~ In 
the junior cycle the pupils attention would be given 
principally to the study of our national, state and 
community life, geographically, historically, socially, 
civically, vocatiOnally. In the senior cycle inter-
na tional ae well as national inter ~ sts, would be 
considered economically, sociologically and polit~ 
ically. 
There ar.e several plans by which the 
social studies may be~ organized effectively. Where two 
c ourses are easily correlated and are taken in the 
ewne year they may run paraUel to each other, being 
made more or leas dependent upon each other. In the 
Indianapolis Course of itudy in Geography, History, 
and 61 vies published Sept ember 1914-' geography and 
history run paralel through the seventh year and 
r,q_1:f~-:!f' is ta?\~!11 incidentally to and as a factor in history and. a,~.f-. The aim of this plan is the 
studying of certain phenomena of life in both historic 
and civic aspects. The social studies may also be 
studiEd sequentially. This is illustrated by the 
New J ersey Course of st udy where History is studied 
during the first half of the eighth grade and 
civics the last half of the year, each for five per--
iods per week. This plan is thought to be superior 
to others in that it aims at the concentration and 
continuity of attention and interest. This probably 
is the beat plan especially for inexperienced teachers. 
There is another plan being used in Phil-
adelphia in which Civics is introduced ear l ier in the 
course of study and continued a period or two per week 
for several years. By this pla n the amount of time is 
increased toward the termina tion of the Course. We 
offer several programs, fror!l w:ltich one may be chosen 
to meet the local circur.aatanoe.$\~' 1\Tot only may these 
programs be adjusted to the 6-3-3 plan of organiza-
tion but . also the 8-4 or 6-2-4 p'lane, though the 
• 
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emphasis in civics would come in the eighth grade 
in s tead of the ninth in the 8-.4 an1 6-2-4 plans. These 
programs are in close conformity to the courBes out-
lined in 1916 by the Department of Public Inst ruct i on 
of New Jersey and those formulated by the Committee 
of the National Association on Social Studies. These 
outlines give the length of time a study is taken and 
number of periods per week • 
PLAN I. 
Grade ?~Geography t year, 5 periods~ 
.American History ~-year, 5 perio1e~ 
Civics taught incid ental ly~ 
Grade 8-American His t ory f year, 5 periods. 
Commun i ty Civics 2 year, 5 periods~ 
Grad e 9~Cor.a.<'.mni ty Civics, including the study of 
vocat ions l year, 5 periods. 
Grade lO~Early European History, 1 year, 5 periods~ 
Grade ll~Modern Europ~an History, l year, 5 periods~ 
Grade 12.-.; (a) American History and Civic. Theory and 
practice t year1 5 periods, per week~ (b) Economics 2 yea r, 5 periods~ 
• 
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Sociology taught incidentally t hrough the year~ 
Grad e 7-. 
PLAN II. 
Geo graphy 1 year, 3 periods~ 
American History, 1 year, 2 periods~ 
Grad e 8- American Hist ory, l year, 3 ~iods~ 
Comnmni ty Civics includ.ing the study of vo-. 
cat i ons, 1 year, 2 periods~ · 
Grade 9. Cormnuni ty Ctvice, including the study of vo-
cations 1 year, 5 periods~ 
Grade 10~ General Hi s tory, 1 year, 5 periods~ 
Grade 11- United Sta tes History and Civic Theory and 
Practice 1 year, 5 periods; 
Grade 12~ {a) Economics t year. 5 periods~ 
{b) Sociology, -k yea r, 5 periods~ 
PLAN IlL 
Grade 7-.. 
• 
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Grade a.,. 
{ba) Geography, ;! year, 5 periods. 
{ ) Un i ted States Hi etory ~ year, 5 pe riods~ 
Community Civics, including the s t udy of Voat ions 
1 ye ar, 5 periods~ 
Grade 9~ Early European Hi s tory 1 year, 5 per iods~ 
Grade lOT Modern European History, 1 year, 5 periods~ 
Grade 11.,. United States History and Civics Theory and 
Practice, 1 year, 5 periods~ 
Grade 12- ~~~ Economics I yea r, 5 periods~ Sociology 2 yea r, 5 periods. 
or 
~~~ ·Economics 1 year, 2 period s~ Sociology 1 year, 3 period s~ 
PLAN IV. 
Grad e 7,.... Geography t year, 5 per iods~ 
United Rt atea Hi s tory i yea r, 5 periods~ 
Grade a .... Community Civics inc l uding the s t udy of Uo .... 
cations, 1 year, 5 pe riods~ 
Grade 9.,. Early European His t ory 1 year, 5 periods~ 
Grade lOT Modern European History 1 year, 5 pe riods~· 
Grade 11~ Economics, 1 year, 5 periods~ 
Grade 12~Uni t ed Sta te s Hi st ory, and Civics Theory and 
Practice.t year, 5 p eriod s~ 
(b) Sociology ~ ye ar, 5 periods~ 
Grade 7. 
Grade 8-
Grade 9T 
Grade lQ.... 
Grade 11..;. 
Grade 12-. 
~~~ 
~~~ 
(a) 
(b) 
'PLAN V. 
Geography ~ year, 5 periods~ 
United States History t year, 5 periods~ 
United Sta tes Hi Bt ory ~ year, 5 periods~ 
Comwunity Civics including the study of 
vocations ~ year, 5 periods~ 
Community Civics, including the s t udy of · 
Vocations, ~ year, 5 periods~ 
Early European History ~ year, 5 periods~ 
Modern European History 1 year. 5 Periods~ 
~~~ Civics t yrar, 5 periods~ Economics 2 year, 5 periods~ 
(a~ (b United States Hi story~ yes.r, Sociology i year, 5 periods~ 5 periods. 1. 
·s The third plan seems to be the most ideal, 
where it~suit ed to local circumstances. This plan 
would be just as suitable to the 8~4 or 6-3-3 plan. 
The above plans can be further adjusted in var i ous 
ways to meet the need in different schools, also to 
comply with sta te requirements and raeet the college 
entrance requirements~ 
PART TWO. 
SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL. 
I. Gen.eral Methods and Aids in t he Teaching of Geog~ 
raphy, His to ry and Civics. 
15 
These studies, with the exception of reading 
I 2- I 3 
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are among the most useful studies in the common school 1 
for they have mor e direct rela tion to good citizenahip 1 
than the other subjects. If we recognize the sociolog-
ical view point of educa tion, we readily see they 
are necessary. They can be made unusua l ly interesting 
and have a rich cont ent. They should cultivate toler-
ance, imagination and di scrimination. They should kindle 
patriotism and enable one to ca tch the spirit of cc-
oper s.tion~ Much depends upon the teacherta ability to 
get the pupils to work as well as his enthusiasm~ The 
ma t erial in the s e subjects is so abundant and still 
b eing inc r eas ed daily tha t it requires great discrim-
ina t i on to make the pr oper s election of materials. The 
materials should b P. s elected with the view of function~ 
ing in the student:Sf lif e and enabling them to li v.-e: 
in right relat ionship to establish social customs and 
practices~ 
The teaching of th ese subjects should 
center about two topics; the earth as man's home and· 
the efforts of man to make the proper home on the 
earth. This fundamental conception should be elucidated 
in its geographical, hi s t orical and civic aspects 
considering man as a c~anging being affected by his 
environment also an actor affecting his environm ent~ 
The following are given as minimum essen- -
t ia,ls for the t ea cher of social studies~ "Be ... ·fore 
beginning a lesson the t eacher should have: 
1. A definite idea of wha t she expects to accomplish 
in that lesson, and of t he importance of the given 
l es son, 'in connect i on with all the l e s sons to be 
taught on a given topic~ 
2. A t horough, concise knmrvledge or ma s t ery of the 
le sson, eo tha t she may t each wit hout a text book~ 
3 The successive steps . p lanned, the large questions 
t hought out, in order to reach the desi r ed results~ 
4. The appara tus for t each ing a t hand and ready ·for 
U8e-model ing table, mapa, globe, colo~ed crayon, ref-
erenc e materia l ani text books . 
5. As s i gnment made eo d efini t e and clear th~t pupils 
will be stiraula ted to do t h eir be st work. 
6. A det ermina t ion to conduc t the recit a t ion in such 
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a way tha t pupils will hav e opportunities f or exercise 
of t heir emot .i onal and vol i t :lonal natures. 
7. A still more firm r esolut ion to ha ve the attention 
of a ll member. a of the claF3 e and not only of a few)~ J. 
Th e as~ignment of l essons s hould be mad e 
by t op ic s or by the sta tement of p roblems and s eldom 
by -cage s. This will get 1the ~w1 il,~ in t he hah it of e:ro~n in.~r their mat ~f1f~1.1{ a"B~~r}t l._¥:heirf to d i scr i mina te b etw ~ en1Ytftfie"';!n{~ort~lfit.t~:PS?'fir6'f~111 source of inf or1aa t :i.on 
for the s t ude nt s, ye t it should be u s ed as a guide to 
show how info r ma t ion may be obta ined. The a s si p_;nwent 
should usua l ly be .made a t t he beginni ng of the-reci-
t at i on. The t eache r shou ld car ef u l l y explain what the 
!JW."i l s are ex~ne ct ed t o do , how they are to do it, wha t 
mater i a l they ar e t o u se and t he type of response ex-
pected. The new wor k should b e connec ted with the 
old and as much i n ter est as r>oss ible Bhould be crea-
t ed i n the new a ss i gnment. -During the yea r several r ec-
i t a t :~ on a in each subj ec t should b.e devoi; ed to t each i ng 
t h e pupi ls how t o u se books , espec i ally t h e t ext. The 
tab l e of c ont ents, the index , t he s t a tist ical t ab l e , 
and t he graph s should be s tud i ed to enab le the s tu-
d ent to u Be t he whole book int e l l i gently. Hinsdale 
say G: . "A ch:l ld can l ea rn t he us e of books onli'[ur i ng 
t h em. Doubtless, too much stJ:>e ss wa s fo r mer ly placed 
on bo ok l essons ; possib ly t oo lit Ll e s tres s is ~laced 
u~on t hew a t pr ~ 8ent. The advant a ge s of oral t ea ching 
are v i vacity a nd inteTes t; t he d isadvantages are vague-
ness and incouro l eteness. The pu"'"li l studying h i F>t ory or 
ge ography is a l mos t certain to ge t too many inde finit e 
and general i dea s and t oo f ew fixed and def i nite facts. 
The disadvant a ges cf the t ext bo ok in the upper cla sses 
of the elementary s ahool e a r e l a ck of int e ll igence and 
i nte res t-a f ata l nefect unl es s it can be ov ercome; the 
advanta3:e s a r e the oppor tuni ty for exac t ness and 
• 
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thoroughness. The t wo elements shoul d be thoroughly blended-
text book lessons. and .oral ins truct i on. The extremes to 
be avoided are facticramming on the one part, and flowing 
talk on the other."· 
The recita t i on should offer an opportunity 
for d iscus s i on as well as t est pu~~ls knowledge of facts. 
Prof. Dewey says: "The recita t i on b ecomes a social meet-
ing pl ace; it is to the school wha t spontane ous conver-
sa tion is at horae, except tha t it i s more organized, 
fol l owing defini t e lin~ s. The r ecita t i on becomes the 
s ocial clearing house, where experiences and ideas 
are exchanged and subjected to criticism, where mis~ 
concept i ons a r e corrected and new lines of thought and 
inquiry set up"~' 
Ther e are gr eat pos~ibilities of developing 
s tudent initiative and co-operation in the social studies 
in the junior high echcol, by having the s t udents make 
outlines, help in working out the assignme~~ formulate 
que stions for d i scuss i on and make friendly criticisms. 
The social studies in the junior high school .should be 
correla ted with language, nature study and drawing~ 
II. Geography~ 
The educotional reality of geography is 
ex~re s sed in the classi~ definition of geography, which 
is ex~ressed as an account of the earth as the home 
of m an~ Geogr aphy is an informational study par eaeellence~ 
Geographic subject matter enriches the more personal. 
contacts of life by ·furnisging their cont ext, background 
and outlook. The habitations, pursuits, struggles, 
success es and failures of men make geographic data 
significant. Geography appeals to the imagination, for 
it shares in the glory and wonder of travel, and explo-
r a t i on. The variety of people/conditions. and environ-
ment s supplies opportunity for ample stimulat ion. 
I~ Th e Aims of Geography~ 
!1) Useful i deas of locat i on. 
"To give the child a definite knowledge 
/, Coz,<Y Se D.:f sfud, -1 J1 d la..J1a 'f(/l /s 7ubl ie Se h.tJ,Is- ( "!If ? aye / !J 
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of the location and character of certain important 
places or regions on the surface of the earth- inform-
ation which every intelligent person should have at 
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his command~ For example the child should be taught the 
location of California, its chief city, its climate and 
two or three of its main products~" 
(2) "Earth adapted to man, Geography attempts to 
show the child tha t the earth is suitable .for man's 
habitation. For example, man must have food, shelter 
and clothing, and he should also have an opportunity 
to work at a regular occupation and a chance for 
recreation and leisure~ It is true that he could live 
if he hadJ.only food, clothing and shelter, but he . would 
not advance rapidly in civilization. Therefore geography 
must consider the questions of man's chance for an 
occupation and hie chance for leisure as well as the 
three necessities generally named~ Geography should 
be studied in such a way as to bring out the facts that 
certain sections of the earth will yield more and better 
food than others, that certain sections offer better 
opportunities for city building than others, ~ 
certain a~e-tione •. efn met ber GfJPOl te:n1t1es :Ser ~ 
br''ilelin~ -n t.1von ~ths&e, that cert ain aecti cns offer 
better facilities for transportation than others, that 
certain occupations are more profitably carried on in 
some places than in others. All these illustrate to the 
child that the earth is a suitable place where we may 
live. stnce geography must deal with the facts of the 
earth and the many people on the earth, in their in--
fluence upon one another it is necessary to study man 
as a being who toils and as a being who enjoys both toil 
and leisure~" J, 
(3) Interdependence of Man~ 
"A third aim of geography is to show that 
man must work intel l igently if he is to get the moat 
out of his opportunities here, for he is dependent 
upon such things as climate, soil, and the like, and 
also upon the cooperation of his fellow man~ The child 
can understand, for example that the pencil, which he 
uses in school is the product of the labor of many 
different men; . that the book which he rea4e is the re-
• 
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sult of the work of many, many people. When he sees 
that so many different persona have each P~d a definite 
part in the mating of the pencil or the book, he can 
begin to realize what is meant by the interdependence 
of man~ One of the chief aims of geography is to teach 
the general interdependence of man~ 
When the teacher is conscious of these 
three general aims that are wit hin the subject~atter 
itself, she can appreciate the fact that her task is 
to utilize the ability of the pupil to the best 4d~ 
vantage possible in order that he may interpret the 
earth through the study of geography, The teacher 
1§ then better fitted to go with the child in hie 
ex~erience of observing nature. She is more ready to 
give him opportunity to use his imagination and to 
remeL,ber such facts as have a definite meaning to 
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him; more ready to direct his reasoning ability in 
dealing with the r.aain caas.al relatiDt!S _. t.hat cozne up in 
the study of geography; mor e ready to direct hie emotion-
al and volitional response_; when he is dealing with hu-
man problems of making th(. soil yield a suatenanc~of 
carrying on transportat i on in the beat way and at 
the least cost; more ready in short, to help him to 
b ecome an 1active, intelligent, and co-operating being 
on earth".' 
2. Methods and 6ontent of ~eography. 
By the time students enter the ~unior 
High school they have had enough geography to have 
developed their observational powers and now should 
be able to reason out problematic material and do 
substantial thinking. Vital geographic problems can 
be proposed in the form of · a question or statement~ 
These themes or prob lems may often grow out of cur-
rent events. Then a free discussion between the pupils 
and teacher will usually suggest other problema in 
connection with each country, and any point may be used 
a.e a focal point for the lesson to follow ."Pt-4J Gordy 
says; At the beginning of the recitation a topic should 
be named and the pupil required to recite upon it 
without question or comment from the teacher. Such 
a method if persi s ted in will inevitably devel op 
/. T !te.Te,_ e h._t nlJ ~JGeaJJ-"( 1.. 7 .f!, :d. o rl a-nd Cl -11 <- ~ s-Sfa te .,.fJV.J. t a.y-e t 3 , 
fluency and readiness of expression. Teachers ask too 
many questions- questions that seriously interfere-
with the flow of thought and with its free expression~ 
The beat work lies in helping the pupil to get definite 
ideas and then to gi~e those ideas expression in well 
connected sent ences" · In elucidating these problems 
it is often profitable to put the outline on the 
board as it is amplified~ This outline can be used to 
guide the pupils in their individual study~ 
Library books should be used constantly 
to supplement the text-book. The teacher should exercise 
supervi sion over the students reading~ The teacher may 
read an interesting part of a book or place a list of 
books upon the boa rd to arouse the pu~ils interest in 
reading books, Well executed and carefully selected 
pictures are valuable assets in teaching geography~ The 
students should be asked what part of the text the pic~ 
ture illustrates~ They should also be expected to make 
original illust r ative drawings~ The stereopticen is a 
most efficient means of ins t ruct i on in geography. Pho-
tographs of noted places, works of art, manufactures 
and industries, and typical ~C@R~ .. 1l~.,i~l;it-ch,_Q.i,.tlitJ1 .. 'i~ .. tY 
illustrate some phase of the "fesson aret' 1t1le ~15e"St to 7' 
show only a few views and make the recitation conver-
sational, having a definite result in mind~ 
The seventg grade geography should con-
sist of the study of some prominent nations of the 
world: Holland, France, Italy, Austria Hungary, 
Switzerland, China, Japan, Ar gentina and Brazil during 
the first part and t-he world in general, the conditions 
of cornraerce and the four great nati ons of the world:: 
British Empire, German Empire, Russian Empire and the 
United States, during the last part of the C ourse~ 
In the Indianapolis Course of study for 
1914 we quote a suggestive outline to illustrate the 
problematic development in the seventh grade geography~ 
Problem,-Brazil, a country nearly as large as the United 
States and known to European countries for ever four 
hundred years has a population only one fourth as large 
as that of the United States and is just beginning to 
take a prominent part in internat ional affairs~-
t.C ou;---se o.J S-tu(ly T-n d ~a..'h.a.. roli. s ru..b l (' ~ Sdt oot~ F"-1~ 7--:L 
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1~ Why was its Development so Retarded? 
B. 
DD. 
Charact er ; .. of early settlers~ 
l~ Settled largely by Portugese who were not 
numerous enough to colonize it. French, English, 
and Dutch busy at home and elsewhere~ 
8, Portuguese forced Indian jborigines to work 
for them but destroyed them by severity~ 
3~ In 1600 Portuguese began to import slaves from 
its African possessions and Congo region for 
the ougar and cotton plantations of the east 
central part. Working population became predom-
inently negro: inefficient and non-dependable; 
lacking in ambition~ · 
The Location and Climate Retarded Develonment~ 
1. Largely in southern hemisphere~ -
2. Chiefly in torrid zone. Parts very hot~ 
Draughts in northern part. Superabundance of rain 
around the Amazon at all times, due to trade winds~ 
Topography has retarded Develo~ment~ 
1. Plain ~f the Amazon a thick forest which 
prevented the building of roads to int erior~ 
2~ Mountains parallel the southeastern coast~ 
Formed a barrier of rock; making difficult 
the building of roads to interior~ 
3~ Great plateau beyond wall of woods and rock~ 
4. Coastal plain very narrow, varying from five 
to thirty-five miles in width~ 
Drainage has helped to retard its Devel9pment~ 
1. Amazon river navigable alrnoat to Andes, but 
penetrates a tropical jungle~ 
2. Lao Francisco river penetrates good part of 
interior, but navigation prevented by falls and 
rapids near mouth~ 
- r-~ ... ~~~-L 
II. What fact ors ~are Contributing to Its Great Growth Todayt 
A. Its Location~ 
• 
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1~ In South America~ 
(a) All but two countries &f South America bor-
der on Brazil. Excellent for South American commerce~ 
.. (b) Great extent of coastline. Good for fereign 
commerce~ 
2. Nearer to Europe and North America than the other 
two progressive countries of South America~ (Will the 
commerce of B~zil or of Chile be more affected 
by the opening of the Pan~na canal?) 
B~ Topography and Climate~ 
1~ Mountains and tablelanj in east central part mod~ 
ify climate so that white man can work in these re-
gions~ 
2. Mountains sufficiently low so that numerous 
short railroads have been built to connect planta-
tions and towns west of mountains with seaports~ 
3. Southern part. Temperate and healthful~ Fitted 
for European constitution~ 
c. Character of later Settlers, Especially in Temperate 
Regions. Energetic and .industrious~ 
1. Over 200,000 Germans in Rio do Sul~ Form state 
by themselves and allow lit t le interference from 
central government~ 
2. Even greater number of Italians. Work on and own 
coffee plantations~ 
3. Others from Portugal, Spain and Syria~ 
D. Great ' tiatural Wealth Contributing to its Rapid Growth 
Today~ 
1~ Rich forest region~ Rubber, timber, Brazil nuts, 
dyes~ 
2. Mines~ Gold and diamonds. Very little coal and 
Iron, so manufacturing not so important~ , . 
3~ Rich farming land. Agriculture improving but 
less land in tillage in proportion to area than 
almost any other country~ Coffee, sugar, cotton, 
tobacco~ 
4~ Good grazing lands in temperate region~ 
, _ 
E. Increa s ed Transportation Fac i lities; 
1. Due to navigat i on on the Amazon~ Many cities have 
sprung up along its course; Manaos, a large rubber 
trading center. Some tribut aries also navigable~ 
2. Paraguay river navigabl e from Canjaba to 
Buenos Aires~ 
3~ Few railroads,but increa sing in numb e r~ 
4~ Many steamship lines connect Brazil with Europe 
and North America. Brazil has one-third of all 
the foreign commerce of South America~ Imports 
cottons, woolens, machinery, and coal from England; 
hog products, flour, and keroamne from United 
States~ Exports coffee, rubber, tobacco, hides, 
cacao. Also trades with France and Gerruany~ The 
principal ha rbors are Rio de Janerio, Bahia, 
Santos, Pernambuco~ f, 
In the last part of the Course the pupils 
should get a new view of the world~ They should get 
a conce~tion of the big facts of the world~ Special 
emphasis should be given to our trade facilities and 
the important trade relat i ons with the other nations; 
also the "Economic, governmental, educat i onal and 
social progress of given countries as shown in (a) 
the way in which the country under consideration makes 
for stable industrial development whereby all may 
secure sus t enance, (b) the way in which its government 
prot ects and develops its citizens, (c) the way in which 
it provides education for the masses (d) the way in 
which its standards of home and social life are main-
tained;' z, 
The teac hing in this world study shou ld 
be as concret~ as possible. All facts- commercial, 
phys i cal and political should be treated causally~ The 
mo s t important thing is the s election and interpretation 
of the geographic factors, which -influence the life 
of man~ We should begin by getting knowledge of our 
chief trade routes and articles of exchange, then take 
in those foreign countries moat closely connected 
with our country~ The pupils should learn how to 
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gatlier information, handle maps, cha rts, statistics etc. 
We give an outline from the Indianapolis 
course of s tudy 1914 showing the development of one of 
the general headings in the las t part of the course. 
THE CONEIT I ONS OF COMME:RCE ~ 
I. Causes ths. t give rise to Comme rce~ 
1; Diff~rences in proiuctions of various parts of 
the world make exchanges necessary~ 
2; The division of labor among men~ 
II~ Natural conditions tha t affect Commerce~ 
1. Climate; ocean currents; winds~ 
2. Soil~ 
3~ Surface and drainage~ 
4~ · Character of Coastline~ 
5~ Conditione that will allow the building of cities and 
harbors in accessible places andnnear sources of supply~ 
III~ 
JL. 
2~ 
3. 
4~ 
5. 
Hurnan control of Commerce~ 
Moat comme rce controlled by Indo-Europeans. 
Necessity of good government~ 
Need of capital and labor~ 
Density of population~ 
Expedients to facilitate trade~ 
IV. Means of Transportation~ 
1~ Water Oceans, lakes, rivers, Canals~ 
2. Railroads, interurbans, elec t ric motors. 
3. Animals~ 
4~ Conduits~ 
III~ History in the Junior High School~ 
1~ The Meaning of History~ h 
J. M. Gatha:ny in The Outlook Sept. 11, 1918 
gives a very striking conception of history. He says 
- "History is not merely the record of man's life~ That 
view of history is the traditional, the conventional 
view of it, and makes history form and· not cont :mt; It 
linee _aut history as events, dates, facts, and statis-
tics that have been as data to be mastered in intellect-
ual ways, as subject matter to be verbally learned and 
le~rned in a given chronological order as mat t er to be 
J, Cou rse " f Stu<i'f J:rr d t<>--?1 C<f'4irs ?u;;, ·~ s~hools )7tl!ft!_ /C~/CI . 
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studied for its own sake, as pages of a record mechani-
cally assigned. History is not merely a record of how-
battles were fought, of how kings succeeded kings, 
of how nat i ons met mations of how races fought races~ 
History is not merely a record of man~ It is more 
than that. It is the life of man. History is a 
forceful, active, living thing~ Not an accumulation 
of results or a mass of inf ormation which possibly 
may be of use at some future time~ History is dy~ 
namic. History is the problems pf mankind~ History 
is the struggles of ideals, the struggle which 
produces a hi gher and ever hi gher civilization. History 
is the evolution of democracy, democracy that is 
enveloning the globe~ History is how people have lived, 
tolled and struggledj is what people have thought and 
t hink about religion, God, science and human relations~ 
History is the pages of life, not the pages of a book~ 
History is the experience of indi viduals and nations~ 
History is i deas and ideals that persist. History is 
the present~ The present war is history. The struggle 
between the rail,IV'ays and organized labor is history~ 
So is the Russian Revolution of 1917. These and the 
like should be studied now. Now when they are trying 
men's s ouls, now when they are mat t ers of public and 
priva te discussion, now when they are determining 
the attitude of men and women toward publi<l' duty, pub-
lic morality, and public honor. Current history should 
be conside red hi s tory. Cu~rent history is making 
fu t ure his t ory just as truly as past history has made 
current history. Such is the conception of history 
for which the teacher of history ought and must fight 
if the teaching of history is to be motivat-ed in the 
interest of the social and the political needs of a 
democracy, wht,ch needs are paramount to any and all 
other needs." · 
History is also defined as"a study of 
men, a record of the doings of men. It is a study 
of men when it pr ssents i deals of noble con~uct, cour-
ageous deeds, and personal achievementsj when it gives 
insight into motives, reveals charact er, and makes clear 
the f orces which have impelled action. It is the 
scienc e :of the relation of human b eings and embraces: 
principles upon which the every day li f e of the world 
is cond.uc t ed~" 
I,Ozd!,, k 5eti1// I <J f ?' f a. Jt> ys; s-r. 
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The quot a tions above give us one of central 
ideas in history and one which should ever be borne in 
mind by the teacher, that is history is dynamic, it is 
development~ It is progress, it is living active and 
real~ This conception makes history vital and indispen-
sable, for we must have it to make the world real and 
intelligible~ History permeated with this conception 
should enable students to rightly interpret the social, 
civic, economic and pol i tical world, should give them 
a better appreciation of the present conditions and 
opportunities and enable them to greatly assist the 
progress being made, as well as secure their own develop-
ment. 
2~ General Organizat i on of American history for the 
Junior Hi gh School~ 
We quote two skeleton out l ines of American 
history to give the teacher an idea of the general 
division of k nerican history. The following is foun~ 
in the history~ccurse of the Cleveland Public' Schools-
1916-1917~ . 
United Sta tes History~ 
Skeleton Out line~ 
Seventh and Ei ghth Grades~ 
I. Beriod of the Abori genes to 1492~ 
II Period of the Growth of Local Inst itutions~ 1192-1749~ · 
1~ Discovery and Explorat ion (1492-1607) 
2. Settlement and the Colonies (1607-1749) 
III. Period of the Growth of the Idea of Union 1749~789~ 
~ Struggle and Transition (1749-.1774) 
• 
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2. Revolution and Conf ederation (1774-1789) 
(1) Revolutionary War, 1775-1781~ 
(2 ~ Confederat ion and Union of the Colonies 1774-1789 
, l+a~ Government by Congress and Nec es sity 17?4-1781 
IV~ 
2-a. Government by artic l es of confederation 1781-1789~ 
Nat i onal Period of Constitutional Development~ 1789-1898 
1~ Der.aocratization and Forraation of Poiitical 
Pa rties (1789-1829) 
• 
2 2. Democratization and Disunion (1829~1865) 
3. Reconstruction and Adjustment (1865-1898) 
v. National Period of World Influence. 1898~? 
1~ A political world power~ 
2~ Industrial and commercial concentration~ 
3. Conscious struggles for Social Cont rol~ I, _ 
The following out l ine of American History 
was fonnulated by the Co~mittee to the Department of 
History and other Social Studies of Academics and High 
Schools in relation with University of Chicago in 1918~ 
Name and Date~ Percentage of total~' 
Boundary of Large Divisions time given~ 
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1~ Perspective and Introductory view.;. -· ·· . 
factors affecting early American History~ ·:;::>. /0 
2 ~ Period of Discovery and Explorat :i. on (1492--.1607) -8 
3. Coloni zation and the Struggle for Supremacy 
of North America 1607-1763 · ~~. j_ 2-
4~ Revolution and Establishment of the 
American Nation 1763-1789 ::.-'-?. Ill 
5~ N:ationalism and Democracy .1789-1229 ":::::=:-. JZ-6~ Expansion and Conflict. 1829-1865 ~.:::;, . I 17 
7. Reconstruct i on and Consolidat i on 1865-.1898 -~ -'1 . 11 
8 ~ National Expansion and New Democracy 1898 present 5~ :L. 
3. The 4ims of ~istory in the Junior High School~ 
(l) Acquisition of useful imforr.aation~ 
The junior high school students should 
get a knowledge of i mportant historic facts to enable 
them to understand our country 1 s progress and have a 
fund of information for a basis of intelligent service~ 
Every student should know such things as the motives 
of the nations, tha t settled America; the causes of the 
Revolutionary War etc., to. be able to interpret the 
various movements in American hi st ory~ 
(2) To develop the imaginative and reasoning pow~ 
ers. C. E. Norton says, 11 Tl1e imagination is the supreme 
int ellectual faculty, and yet it is of all, one which 
receives least attention in our common systems of 
education~ U!)On :t:lls healthy development depend not 
1. Cou. r seo.f s_tZ<. d/ 'k Nt~t~ry-C)e ve !t(_ n d,oh.;. ! '1 1 6 - 1 7',f4fel~?--~, 
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only the sound exercise of the facul t ies of obeerva tion 
and judgment, hilt ::. als.o the command of the reason, the 
control of the will and the quickening and growth of 
the moral eympathiesJ!.1• The s t udent should be led to pic-
ture the past cond itions of American his-tory ait.ao study 
the cau9e and effect of its movements, inventions, in-
stitut ions and etc, 
(3) To furnish aoOJ.I.al, civic and political ideals. 
Children should be led to a r.ecogni tion of the good· 
and noble and taught to have sympathy for every lofty 
human endeavor. Such i deals as patriotism, courage, 
self-sacrifice: perseverance and self-reliance should 
b e developed. 
·~4) To d,evelop an ap-yreciat:i.on of nati onal leaders 
and induce right conduct through ilni tat ion of these 
exani:ples. History teachers i.n the junior high school: 
should shoW1 that our heroes and leaders were real human 
be ings, who have struggled and been victori ous in 
their end eavors to aid our nation's progress also that 
we stj_ll need heroic men and women in our future devel-
opment, enab ling them to see their great advantages 
and opportunities if they will do their beat as true 
lC~.w-abiding Americans. 
(5) To give an understanding of our Institutions, show 
our int erdependence and the ne ed of co-operation. The 
pu·n ils should be brought to see tha t our Institutions 
have been built up t hr cugh co-operation of' team work, 
also tha t the future of our nati on will depend upon 
thiR same spirit of unity. 
4. The Met hod of Procedure in American History in the 
Junior Hi e;h School. 
At the beginning of the Course the teacher 
should get the !f:ain general division of American History 
before the clas s. Thi8 might be beet accomplished by 
a study of the text-book organization in connection 
with a !'!'OY"OB ed tentative organizat i on • . :._After ·· suffic.i-
B fl.t ~. dat ~ . are,. in ~hand a definite organization should be 
det e r mined u!)on . The teacher should then formulate 
the trend of each general div i sion in the form of a 
story, which should be retold by the ~u~ils to fix it 
in their minds. 
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The teacher should treat the general divisions according 
to the needs 1 inter ests and capacities of the pupils. 
At the end of each general division a erose section 
view of ita life and institut i ons would be a great 
value. 
During the course several maps should be 
constructed to give the student a definite idea about 
im~ortant facts in the pupils minds. One map should 
be constructed showing the chief physical features of 
the United States. On this could also be drawn the 
loca t i on of the Indian tribes. One map should be made 
showing the results of the discoverers and explorers 1 
anot her map should b e made showing the conflicting 
claims among t he nations regarding the lands of the 
Western Hemisphere. Other maps with such titl~s as the 
fo llowing should be made during the Course, The Pro-
gress of aettlement 1 the Admiss i on of States 1 the 
Status of Slavery to 1861 1 acquisit i on of Territory 
by the United S tates~ and the United States and her 
present Possess i ons. The. map drawing should be kept 
in alose connect i on with the class work,lest it become 
a d ry r•lechani cal procedure '.RTi t hout significance. Ei ght 
or ten suc h maps can be &rawn with profit during the 
junior high sc hool course in hi s tory. 
Special emphasis should be given to the 
study of the live s of prominent Americana. The teacher 
cem rt!ake this emphasis in the collateral r ea.ding and' 
wri t~ en and oral reports. At the end of the junio~ 
high school course in history 1 the students should be 
able to write a go od report of moderate length about 
such men as the following: the presidents 1 Benjamin 
F'ranklin, Robert "Hulton, Robert F. Lee, Samuel F. B. 
Moree, Wil l iam Penn 1 Harriett Beecher Stowe, Roger 
Wil l iams, Eli Whitney 1 Wil l iam Loyd Garrison 1 John 
Paul Jones, Lewis and Cla rk, James Russell I.Jovvell 1 
Horace Mann, Cyrus McCormick, Wm . T. Sherman, John 
Smith, John Greenleaf Vi'hittier, Salmon P. Chase, Elias 
Howe, Wendell Phillips, John Winthrop, Robert Mor ~ie, 
J. P. -Morgan, John Hay, Ma rk Hanna, Cornelius Vanderbilt, 
Winfield 
• • 
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~ott, Stephen Girard, William Bradford, Booket T. Wash-
ington, Thos~ A. Edison, General Pershing etc~ 
Some time should be given to the useful 
inventions and discoveries and their influence u~on the 
pro gress of the United Sta tes. The following are-
suggestive topics: Light and Fire, the Steam Engine, 
the £lectric telegraph and telephone, the plow, the 
compass, the cotton-gin;·, printing, the harvesteri the 
sewing machine, anesthesia, coal and iron, the gasoline 
engine, the Wi:L'eless ~ · 
The student should not be expected to 
memorize a very large number of dates~ The most impor-
tant and significant dates should be known and others 
dates and events not so important- should be associated 
with these. In this way, students will get an approx...oo-
imate idea of all the important events without spending 
a great &1ount of time in memori~ation~ 
On completing the course theatudent should 
be familiar with and able to write a good report on the 
following main topics~ 
l ~ The uij.ifica t ion of the colonies and the establishr.aent 
of the national government~ 
2~ The policies of England that caused the Revolut i on. 
3~ The development of the transportation facilities in 
the United States~ 
4 .• Our terri to rial expansion~ 
5. The principal political parties and their doctrines. 
6. Slavery .. 
7. Revolutionary inventions and discoveries. 
8. Our treaties and relations with foreign nations~ 
9. Our revenue system. 
10. Finance, banking and panics. 
11. The spoils system and civ.il service reform~ 
12. Suffrage. 
13. Causes, results and important events of our ware~ 
14. !he progress of Agriculture. 
15. Trusts. 
16. Labor and labor unions~ 
17. Industrial progress. 
18. The Presidents, chief events, party and policies. 
19. The results of the chief explorers and discoverers. 
20. The progress of education in the United Sta tes. 
• • 
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Imaginative dramatization of important 
scenes should add to the interest and vividness of 
hi story in the junior high· school. Another valuable 
device in history teaching is the deoate and discussion. 
Vi tal quest ions should be selected for deba tea and 
discuea·ions and the students should be trained in 
stating~ the questions in good form, in making briefs, 
collecting material and in rmking reference lists for 
given topics. Open programs may even be given with 
profit by a class in the junior high school history~ 
Other devices such as oral and written reports on 
collat eral reading, the study of pictures, stereoption 
lectures, globes, maps, library books, news-papers, 
magazines, excursions etc., are valuable in the teach-
ing of American history. 
As has been mentioned before the best 
method of class precedure is a variation of combination 
of the various methods such as question an~ answer 
method, topical outline met hod and problem method~ 
The problem method may be used in such a way as to 
incorporate the good points of the other methods~ Topics 
or problems should be worked out by a free discussion 
between the teacher and class as to why such a topic 
is worth while, what facta should be considered, what 
bo oks are to be studied, what sub-topics are to be 
emphasized, what notes are to be taken, how the work 
is to be done. This kind of a procedure clarifies the 
problem and plan of attack and directs the interests 
and efforts of the children toward a live i ssue. Two 
essential things in the fol'luula t i on of problema are: 
(1) the nature and need of the pupils~ their ability 
to learn hi storical facts and make a practical applica-
tion of them in their life: (2) Assigning to facts and 
principles their true historical significance. 
We herewith giv~ two illustrative types 
of assignments from the New Jersey course. 
Suggestions on Presenta tion. 
Types of Assignment. 
To be Worked out with Pu~ils. 
Problem. Why was the settlement of Pennsylvania made 
by William Penn, eo successful? 
1, Purpose of Penn, as shown in 
a. The way he treated King Charles~ 
b. What he had done in the Weat · Jereey Colony~ 
c. Hie selection of the territory. 
d. His attitude toward his peopde 
2. Problema arising because of · 
a, The Nature of the people who settled here. 
b. The nature of the Indiana~ 
c, The locat i on and condition of the land. 
3. Solution of the problems which arose, as shown in 
a Tr eatment of Indiana. 
b. Kind of government produced~ 
c. Growth of colony. 
d~ Relation of this colony to others~ 
Problem. How has the invention of McCormick influenced 
our c ountry~ 
1. Wh en McCormick lived~ 
2. Hie trade and hie preparation for it. 
3~ Problema confronting him. 
4. Other inventions~ 
5, Other inventors. 
6. The p eople of today~ ~ 
The above assignme.nte give a definite 
task to perform and require an understanding of the 
conditions under which the problema arose also the con- . 
di t i one and result a which followed.J to be able to give: 
the pr~per answers, 
The civic and sociological view pointe 
should rec eive special emphasis in the junior high 
school hi st ory. Prof. Dewey says "History is vital or 
dead to the child according as it is or us not, pre~ 
sented from the sociological standpoint. When treated 
simply as a record of what has passed and gone, it 
must be mechanical, because the~t, as past, is 
remote. Simply as the past there is no motive for at~ 
tending to it. The ethical value of history teaching 
wil l be measured by the extent to which past events 
are made the means of understanding the presentw 
affording insight into what makes up the structure 
and working of society today. The way to secure the 
necessary perspective is to treat the nas t as if it 
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were a projected present with some of its elements 
enlarged." 
LV. Community Civics~ 
1. Definition~ 
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The meaning of the term "Community Civics" 
is given in the following words in the Civic Education 
Circular No. 1. of the United States Bureau of Education; 
"The aim of Community Civics is to help· the child to 
know his community- not merely a lot of facts about it, 
but the me aning of his community life, what it does 
for him and how it does it, wha t the community has a 
right to expect from him, and how he may fulfil hie 
obligation, meanwhile cultivat i ng in him the essential 
qualities and habits of good citizenship~ 
· Community civics lays emphasis upon the 
local community because (1) it is the community with 
which every citizen, especia lly the child, comes into 
most intimate relations, anq which is always in the 
fore ground of experience; (9) it te · easier for the 
child, as for any citizen, to realize his membership 
in the local community, to feel a sense of personal 
responsibility for it and to enter into actual co-
operation with it, th4n is the case wit h the nati ona~ 
community. 
But our Nation and our sta te are comrauni.., 
ties, as well as our city or village, and a child is 
a citizen of the larger as of the smaller community~ 
The significance of the term community. Civics does 
not lie in its geographical implications, but in its 
implicat i on of cornrauni tyfrela t ions..~. of a community of 
intere~. It is a ques ion of point of view; and 
community civics applies this point of view to the 
study of the national communi ty
1 
as well as to t he ·· 
study of the local community."' ' . 
Present day community civics emphasizes 
the more common elements of social and civic activity 
of community life also lays great stress upon the 
need of developing active tendencies and proper attitudes 
towards the common good rather than mere knowledge of 
/, ;]t,~ /5:u..r ea- ZL t~f 'rduca..il~· n t:3u!/.d;n J<J!:>'/Yc 2.3 ~"-fe 11, 
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t he government mechanism. It also broadens the field 
of civics so as to include many ordinary social and' 
civic activities as well as formal government activ~ 
ities. It also aims at the vitalizat i on of the work 
by utilizing and emphasizing the social and civic 
activities of the pupil. It emphasizes the work of 
the government rather than ita machinery~ 
Community ci,rics is dynamic, constructive, 
living. The tools of comr4unity civics are experiences, 
observati ons, r eports, di scussions, and actual practice~ 
It cultivates an openminded and progressive spirit~ 
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It is a s tudy of the ways in which people do, and should 
co-operate in order to secure the elements· of common 
welfare. It "is a reactiona ry movement, that has selected 
some of the modern methods of social analysis andr~f:them 
into ·an educa tional system that is to give the · · ~ ·:..:.·~·~;) 
child an abiciing interest in governmental affairs~ It : 
It has a social approach and advocates self-activity 
or l ea rning by doing. 
2. The Aims of Community Civics~ 
The ultimate aim of coll'IDl.unity civics is 
the development of efficient democracy, which is de-
pendent upon good citizenship, for a good citizen is 
one who is devoted to the idea of efficient democracy~ 
The aims of community civics then are identical with 
the essent ials of an efficient democracy. 
(1) The first aim of con~unity civics 
is to give social civic intelligence~ To have an ef-
ficient democracy we must have a high level of civic 
inte l ligence, which involves: . (a) Civic inf ormation re garding community 
or civic matters~ The information given in civics teach-
ing should be rela ted to their own experience to be-
come real, vivid and vital. This means that facta 
should be organized around ideas and made to emphasize 
experience~ Facts are useful in fixing concepts and 
giving p erspective. The student needs to have his 
understanding clarified in reference to the social and 
• 
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civic :rorces, relations and institutions, their character 
and place in the social organization. 
b. Power to organize information. Cownunity Civics 
tries to organize civic knowledge on a subjective basis: 
(1) physical, (8) intellectual, (3) social, (4) economic, 
(5) aesthetic, (6) religious. · . 
c. Power to form right judgments. 
(2) To furnish social civic motive. Boys and 
girls in the junior high school not only n eed to have 
c1vic intelligence but also .need motives of right action 
awakened and stimulated. They need to see not only that 
it is right to do right but that right act i on is to 
their own beet interest and good~ They should be made 
made to see their privileges from co-opera ting in group 
activity. They need to be inspired with noble ideals 
of condmct and stimulated to do the thing they know 
to be right and have the power to perform~ 
(3) To develop a sense of social civic responsi-. 
bility. The pupils should have such facta presented 
as will make them realize that they are responsible· and 
helpful members of community groups. This may be ap-..-
proached by leading tgem to see their responsibility 
for the progress and conduct of the elass of which 
they are a part, also to see them 8elves as citizens 
who are a credit ·or discredi.t to their community. They 
should be made to see that if they are to be h elpful 
they must take an active part~ 
(4) To develop social civic traits, habits, 
attitudes and tendencies. Pu~ile should have activities 
as condlilce to habits of truthfulness, obedience to 
law, co-operation, a ~rvice to one's country, fair play 
and industry, and attitudes of patriotism, loyalty, 
devotion, "liveHand "let live" etc. 
3, The eontent of Community Civics. Community 
Civics focusses attention upon the "elements of welfare" 
rather than government machinery. It tries to organize 
civic knowledge on a subjective basis. It takes the view 
tha t government is a means of co-operation, whereby 
people may adjust and satisfy their fundamental interests 
with reference to the common good~ In conmiunity civics the 
aim is to study concrete topics that are closely related 
to and satisfy our fundamental interests which are, 
physical, intellectual, aesthetic, economic, aasociational 
and religi ous~ 
• • 
The -elements of welfare which should be 
s tudi ed as general topics as suggested by the Committee 
of the tiational Education Association of Cowuunity 
Civics are: 
!ll Health; (2) Protection of life and property; 3 Recreation· (4) Education; 5 Civic beauty;; 6 wealth; (7~ communication; ~8~ transportation; 
(9 migration; (10) charities; ~11) correction .~ 
In addition, the course may well include the following« 
topics dealing with the mechanism of community agencies: 
(12) How governmental agencies are conducted; (13) 
How governmental agencies are financed; (14) How 
voluntary agencies are conducted and financed~ 
Such particular topics as the following 
dese rve consideration in connection with the general 
topics: Sanitation, contageoue diseases, pure food, 
juvenile- c ourts, child labor, family income, hot;sing, 
taxation, savings banks, fire, theft, storm, accident·, 
parke, schools, libraries, architecture suffrage, music, 
city planning, thrift, postal se rvice, telegraph and 
telephone, roads, railroads, inuhigration, the home 
the church, social insurance, war and right, initiative 
and referendum etc. 
4. Methods of Community Civics~ 
(1) General methods. 
(a) The functions of government should be taught 
before the mechanism of it and the inetruction shoill.ld 
be based upon the pupil 1 s exnerience needs and interest • 
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should begin with the idea of wh P-- t th e stud ent can 
tell of the subject with a little direction by the 
teacher. The s e discussions l ead them to see the need 
the various elements in the topic under discussion. They 
are led to see their duties in the matter and the way 
government and society is organized and maintained. ~~ 
When they have passed up t hrough the various level~al1d 0 
arrive at the to~ they act~ally have civic intelligence 
about the topic. 
The old forma l text book method of teach-
ing civics aimed mainly at the acquisition of facts about 
the goverrunent. It was a study of the mechanics of 
government, government a l .- ' analrM!!y ~,a:r'ld ~.cenatituti6nal 
dissection, laying more emphasis u~on th~ national, 
than state, county and city governments. Its :matter 
was formal ~nd often very remote from the ordinary 
' 
human int erests, especially t hos e of scho ol children. 
Comwunity civics be gins in exactly the opposite way 
for it starts with the local cornn;unity, it s inter ests, 
ne eds and the pu·9ils·t expe ri ences and opens up to him 
h i s social and civic envi ronment t hrough a ser ies of 
succ essively enlc.. r ged comi!Jun i ti e s or spheres of civic 
life, namely; fami l y, nei ghborhood, town, c cunty, 
s t a te, nation, world. The draw ing illustra tes the 
civic problem as viewed by community civics. The 
civic problem begins with the individual at the cen~ 
ter : of contentric circles which repre s ent the various 
corr~unitiee and goes out being broadened as it proceeds 
to the larger circles. 
S I A 
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b. Tje instruct i on shou~d be made as concr ~te as pos s ible 
tha t,may be understood, di ges ted and assim~lated~ The 
old type civics was so dry tha t you could hear the creak-
ing as the mills ground the hard and dry abstractions, 
wh i ch had be en aissected from the anatomy of the 
government. The living, active vivacious concrete ma-
teria ls such as discuss i ons, reports, experiences, were 
l a rgely omitted and a large number of juiceless facter 
/ , J Jt.duL h a. U7t tz/•ers; t '( Bu l/e i L'n 2/o! 13 )z o /0 /'"""/ e tt. 
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about the organization and l egal powe~s of the gover~­
ment were expected to be memorized. W~th such an abu$nce 
of illustrative material as we have available today 
the teacher should be able to deal with concrete situations 
especially during the junior high school period~ Have 
the class work out actual community problems, utilizing 
every:.comrrninit'Y. ·resource, which bears upon the problem. 
c. The class should make actual observa-
tions, as these are more imtereeting and impressive than 
book statements. Of course this work must be carefully 
supervised and directed lest the students fail to get 
any accurate, vital1 significant information. Excursions to fact ories, library, light plant, courthouse, city 
hall etc., should be careful ly planned~ The students 
should be directed as to what information they should 
get and what kind of report is expected. One only has 
to review the testimony of witnesses in a trial to see 
that the powers of observat i on are not given the proper 
training and should be given special stress in the civics 
teaching. These visits develops the ability to meet 
people with ease. The student should be taught to care-
fully weigh facta and judge rela tive values as to what 
are the essentials in a situation and what is the beet 
means of solving it. 
d. Due time and considera tion should 
be given to the practical topics of the local govern-
ment, which is often the weakest and most obscure 
part of our government. The city manual, copy of the 
charter, also by-laws, rules and regulations, and 
manuals of the board of education should be secured 
and utilized. The st udent s should be instructed how to 
use such materials. The student should be taught how 
to vote, how to cons i der each question pr es ented to the 
vot ers for decision, and how to judge the merits of a 
canidate. Students should know how and why people are 
taxed and where taxes must be paid. 
e. The teacher should connect current 
tonics with the lessons in civics. The civics class 
should take several good_Masazinea such as the Out-
look, Independent, and L~terary Digest,which should 
be used to secure interest by tying the work to life~ 
• 
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Newspaper clippings should be brought to class ahd connec-
ted with the lessons. This will encourage the students 
to keep up with the current ha,~ enings. 6urrent events 
often pave the way for the introduction of some new or 
special topic, so the teacher should take advantage of 
the occurrences and present the lesson at th~ •psycho-
logical moment" that is at the time when it will best 
function in the students lives~ 
f. The teacher shouad encourgge and reward 
p ersonal initiative, constructive efforts, self-activity 
and original! ty'. Froebel said man was a creative being 
and must be trained by exercising his creative powers~ 
This means pupils mus t learn by doing or practice to be 
perfect~ William James said no reception without 
reaetion, no imnression without correlative exnression. 
The teacher should lead the class: (1) To contribute 
facts from their own experience; (2) to contribute other 
facts ga thered by themselves; (3) to use their own 
reasoning powe rs in forming conclusions; and (4) To 
submit these conclusions to critieism~ 
g. The teacher should utilize the class 
and student activities in giving the students civic 
training~ There is a constant demand for well-trained 
leaders in all avenues of life. Students can be trained 
to become leaders only by having practice and one of 
the best places for giving such practice is in the 
school w~re it can be supervised and made practical 
and u seful. The following outline will show how co-
ope r ation may be cultivated by the school~ 
To Develop Co-opera tion: 
1. In scho r_~ l. 
k. Co-oneration wit h the teachers in: 
a. Protecting school property~ 
b. Caring for school supplies and mater-
ials~ 
c. Supplying illustrative material for 
class work~ 
d. Keep ing the blackboa rds clean~ 
e. Picking up waste paper~ 
f. Wat ering plants~ 
g. Preparing and serving school lunch. 
h. Assisting in the conduct of the school 
and of the r ecitat i on by means of definite organization 
of students~ 
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B. Co-operating with one's fellow students in 
2. Out of School. 
a. Making contributions to the class 
work to supplement the lesson~ 
b. Arranging and conducting special exer-
cises, physical, dramatic, patriotic, 
exhibitions, entertainments, debates, 
addresses. 
c. Carrying on school clubs. 
d. Assisting and protecting the younger 
children. 
A. Coope rating with the teachers in 
a. caring for flower beds 1 shrubs trees etc~ 
b. preserving good order on the playground~ 
c. Serving as monitor~ 
B. Coopera ting wit h one's leaders and one's 
fellow students in: 
a. Playgr ound exercises, games, drills~ 
b. Garden work. 
c. school excursions, visits to indus-
tries, historical places, trips to 
gather class and decorative material~ 
c. Co-operation with civic aut horities in: 
a. supporting firemen in disposal of 
ref use and in the use of matches~ 
b. supporting officers by good conduct 
and observances of town ordinances. 
c. Supporting pos tman by conforming to 
the laws of post office~ 
d. learning in a spirit of sympathy 
wit h a desire to help about gr:.od 
roads, voting, church, clubs 1 school indust ries, playgrounds, agencies 
of pub lic hea lth and public service. I, · 
I."Edu.ca.--tiona.2 l?e..vt-e U/ 0/ .JY;'733-lJ7/ 
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(~ Method of teaching and element of welfare. 
The committee of the Nat:i.onal Education 
Association on social studies suggests the steps in the 
development of an element of welfare ae a topicj the 
approach to the topic, the investigation of Agencies 
by which the element of welfare ie secured and the 
recognition of responsibility, ~resent and future, with 
respect to the to~ic under consideration~ 
~~·-· Approach to topic. The approach should 
be carefully p lanned by the teacher. Something suggested 
in a novel way will often attract the active interest 
of the pupils and enable the teacher to accomplish the 
desired results. The '!')lanning of an appropriate approach 
calla for resourcefulness, ingenuity and originality~ 
The importance of the topic to the class and community 
must impress the student if he is exDected to do good 
work. Sometimes a question about something aurrent 
will obtain material for the approach. Mr. A. w. Dunn 
tells an interesting occurrence while teaching a class~ 
The topic for the day was health. He saw near the 
school entrance a quarantine sign and upon ent .:;ring 
the class asked the class if they saw anything unusual 
or interesting on their way to school. A noisy fello~ 
full of life on the front seat put up his hand and upon 
being asked what it was, replied Oysters 25 eta per 
dozen on the new restaurant sign. This caused a big 
laugh. Atthough it was not the answer he expected, yet 
he began-by showing how oysters might be the means 
of one contracting typhoid fever and soon had their 
interest up to the boiling point. It proved that the 
boy who made the answer had been a source of trouble 
to the class. He was appointed as chairman of a committee 
to secure information and nroved to be one of the best 
students in the class. I f ~~ -fire should occur in 
the community the tea cher should seize the occurance 
and use it in making an approach t~ tae topic, pro~ 
tection. In an approach the teach~aw upon the 
e~p6~ience and observation of the class, as this is a 
good way to get their interest and activity~ 
;,·· t · The class should make a first hand 
observation of the local agencies that bear upon the 
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topic. At times the entire class should make the inves-
tigation, while at other times comr~itties could be 
appointed to make reports on the different phases of 
the subject~ The teacher should direct the student in 
getting the civic and social point of view~ He should 
also take great care in deciding what agencies should 
be investigated in a detailed way and how much time 
should be given to the vari ous phases. The work 
should be eo directe~/ that the pupils will get the true 
significance, of eacn agency to the topic.·. The agen-
¢iee, which are given detailed study should be those 
of special interee~ to the community or claee and at 
the same time having special importance in connect .1 on 
with the topic. 
$-l• Recognition of Responsibility. 
It is highly i my,>ortant that each mer.aber 
of the class recognize hie personal responsibility and 
that it result in right action. The teacher must differ-
entiate in teaching between the students' present and 
future civic duty lest they take responsibilities that 
do not belong to them. During the war some schools in 
New York City secured the signatures of large numbers 
of pupils to petitions to the United States government 
about war measures unon which school children were 
not competent of passing judgment. This was a mistake· 
on the part of the teachers, for the children were assurn~ 
ing aut hority which did not belong to them So the 
teacher must guide the students in formulating their 
judgments as to the kinds of t hings, they should assume 
responsibility for- at present. They should be taught 
to defer judgment in large matters: They also teach 
them the difference between acting ae a citizen and 
acting ae an official, lest they misunderstand the 
authorities and act in the wrong way. A good teet of 
the effectiveness of teaching in the approach and inves-
tigation of agencies is the extent of the developm.ent 
of the pupils sense of responsibility, his desire to 
act .and his knowledge of how to act~ 
5. Adaptation of Community Civic P.-~ to the Local Conditione. 
Co~nunity civics has been develpped and 
used principally in the cities. To fulfil the demands 
of the times it should be adjusted to meet rural con .... 
dit i ons. In the rural schools the teachers often have 
le.as •training and experience and do not know how to 
secure and org~nize the mat erials for civic ana social 
instruct i on, ~o the old text book method of teaching 
Civics is still in vogue in many of the rural schools. 
We give a lesson plan formulated by Prof. J. F. Smith 
of the Kentucky Sta te Normal 1 Berea, Ky. that illus~ 
trates how co~nunity civics may be adapted to rural 
condi tiona:~ 
"In the study numerous photographs 
were used, walk~ were taken over good and bad roads 
and the pupils and teachers actually did a piece of 
road work. 
Study and report on condition of roads 
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in the community. Draw a map of the corar!mni ty, indi-
cating roads~ Which are dirt roads, rocky roads 1 other 
kinds? which are well graded, well-crowned? Note 
places where ~imestone is found·: sandstone, slate, 
gravel, are these materia ls accessible? 
Find out the coat of hauling in the 
community. Consult wagone r s and learn chargee per 
100 pounds for freight and farm produce. Can farmers 
afford to market• produce at present coat of cartage? 
Find out how much freight is hauled into the co~nunity 
annually and compute the amount paid for this~ How 
long will a wagon and set of harness last on the 
roads? How long on good roads? Difference in the cost 
for ten years. How much could people who b¥Y supplies 
afford to spend on road upkeep each year in order to 
cut down freight rates? 
Compare the cost of hauling here with 
the cost in European countries where the beat roads 
exist. What overtax do the peop le have to pay? Note 
that t his overtax is in the form of high prices for 
household necessi t ies and in smaller profits for farra 
produce. · 
___,-------
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Road build.ing: Determine kind of road; the 
location, grades;; how grades affect the haul; the drain .... 
age level and steep roads, side ditches, culverts, sub-
drainage, crown; actual construct i on, tools, funds, means 
emp loyed. 
Road Maintenance: Kind of mat.=rial to use: 
regular attention nece l3Sary: the tools. What good roads 
mean to a community; the economic problem. How they 
enhance the value of land. Means of communication. 
Better social life~ 
The history of the ~evelopment of roads, 
canals, and railways in your state and in the Nation, 
in its relation to the growth of community spirit and 
co-operation, will be fruitful. What effect did the 
steam railway have upon the cteve.J:ap~ent. : . of -canals? Why? 
Show how the Panama Canal helps to unite our Nation more 
firmly. Study the problema of rapid transportation in 
gities and their relation to vari ous phases of city 
life~ Also the effects of the parcel post and of the 
electric interurban lines on the welfare of the far-
mers and city dwellers. Make a comprehensive study of 
the work of the Federal Government in promoting and 
safe guarding transportation. The ship-purchase bill 
anj the Government ownership of ra.ilways and of the 
street wailway lines afford material for discussion 
and debate~''· 
6. A Study of Vocations. 
If community civics is given in both 
the eighth and ninth grades, it is bet t er to have .the 
study of vocations in the ninth year. In this case 
world interests should be considered in this last 
year. The survey of the nations giving attention to 
international relations would broaden the student's 
vision and help us to sympathize with and appreciate 
the foreigners in our c ountry. And now that the 
Peace Conference is forming a "League of the Nations•· 
this study is all the more appropriate and interesting. 
History and civics might be well correlated in this 
study. Our patriotism should be intensified, yet it 
should also be greatly broadened~ 
f. U. S. /3uf.?t:LU ~J t duca._ tL:Jz Bu)/et?.n. /<j!6Jio.2fl~/e. L'l_,3°. 
In the s t udy of v6cations the work as far 
as possible should deal with real vital problems in 
the lives of the pupils. The study of occupations, 
which are of special interest to the pupils, those in 
which their parents are engaged or those of prime im--
portance to the community~ 
In Middletown, Conn~ a half year Course 
is given in the first year high school entitled, 
"A survey of Vacations"' or "Vocat i onal Enlightenment"' 
"It consists of three parts: 
(1) Considera tion of the importance of 
vocat i onal inf orma tion from the view point of the 
individual and society, the characteristics of a good 
vocat i on and how to study voca tions. 
(2) Detailed treatment of 80 or 90 pro-.. 
fesa i ons, trades and accupat i ons grouped under agri-
culture, commerce, railroading, civil service, ~n­
ufacturing, machine trades, engineering, building 
trades, learned professions, miscellaneous and new 
openings~ 
(3) Practical discussion of choosing a 
life work, preparation for the.t work, securing a po-
sit i on and efficient service and its reward~ 
In studying each of the vocat i ons se-
lected, we touch upon its healthfulness, remuneration, 
value to society and social standing as well as u~on 
natural qualifications, general education and special 
preparat i on necessary for success~ We investigat~ 
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at fi~st hand as mahy as possible of the vocations found 
in our city and vicinity. Each pupil is encouraged to 
bring from home first hand and as far as practicable 
inside facts concerning his father's occu}:lation~ Lo-
cal professional men, engineers, business men, man .... 
ufacturers, mechanics, and agriculturests are in~-
vited to present informally and quite personally the 
salient features of their various vocations~ 
In the class exercise on the mechanical 
engineer such topics as these are discussed: Which of 
the three engineers so far studied renders society the 
the greatest service? Which is the most necessary to your c<bmmunity? 
• • • 
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Which one's work seems most attractive? What natural 
qualifications, general educat i on and special trainin~g 
are necessary? What subjects constitute a high school 
course preparatory to a profession? What subjects 
do the beat technical schools demand for entrance? 
What advantages and disadvantages are there in pr&-
:paring for t his profession in a co-operative schoo l and 
shop course? What kind of work during the summer 
would serve best to det ermine aptitude for it? Difference 
between expert machinist and mechanical engineer? 
What is a contracting engineer? etc~:· Superintendent 
W. A. Wheatley . says that this course "Besides'-·being 
intrinsically intere sting to the pupils, it gives them 
grea ter respect for all kinds of honorable work, helps 
them to choose more wisely their life work, convinces 
them of the absolute necessity for a thorough prepa-
r a tion before entering any vocation, and holds to the 
end o~ythe high school course many who would otherwise 
drop out early in the race~~, 
The New Jersey Department of Public In-
struction recommends community civics including a 
study of Vocations for the ninth grade saying that the 
subject matter and methods are also adapted for the 
ei ghth grade. The course is out l ined in Bulletin 5 of 
the High School Series. As vocational guidance i.e 
being widely advocated there is little doubt that the 
study of vocations 1.1V'ill soon be given in a large 
number of schools in connection with community civics~ 
7. Special Methods and Devices~ 
There are a nwnber of special activities 
and devices that have proved to be useful in Civics 
tea ching, which should be mentioned before lea~ing the 
subject: Current events, class deba tes 1 cha rts and 
diagr ams, out l ines, p ictures, st ereopticen, visits to 
courts 1 voting places~ legislature, jails, city council, 
special ta l ks to class -by off icials, mock trials, 
mock elect i ons, mock congresses, mock meetings of city 
council, mock town meetings, themes on national questions 
etc. · 
8. The "Present 'tendency of C.J vic iducatian. 
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The remarkable changes in our government 
such as direct primary, initiative and referendum, the 
recal l of officials and judicial decisions ~he popular 
elections of our United States senators, the extension 
of woman's suffrage, the sho~t ballot, proportional 
representation, preferential presidential primaries, 
etc., are causing teachers to seek a better content, 
a new aim and new methods, aa well as causing educators 
to write, call conferences, and make experim~ts in 
civic educat icn~ The present tendency is to lay 
special stress u~on civics in connect i on with other 
studi es throughout the elementary school, junior and 
senior high school~ 
A. W. nunn gives an outline which is 
very suggestive of the present tendency in content~ 
The part above the dot t ed line indicates practically 
all that has eeen included in civic educati.on in the 
past, while at present the tend ency is to lay especial 
emphasis upon the topics below the dotted line~ 
I. Civic Inte l l igence, which inc ludes~ 1: Civic know l edge; 
4-------------- -----------------------------------2. Power t o organize this knowledge with 
reference to ones own ex,.., e :rience and in-
ter est. 
3. Judgment, when confronted by a civic 
situation or by a choice of methods of 
meeting the situation~ 
II. Adequate and proper motives for 
l. Training the civic intelli gence. 
2. Civic action. 
III. Various qualities of good citizenship 
such aa-
1. A sense of per s onal resnonsibility. 
• 
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2. Power of initiat ive. '· 
3. A spirit and habit of t eam work (cooperation) 
Forme rly civic educa tion was consid ered 
as static, but the tenj ency is to cons i der it as dynam-
ic, a development tha t must have continuity and be adop-
ted to the irMaed iate inter ~ s ts, actual experience and 
mental capacity and the environment of those being taught. 
/,C o Jn.?n r s sune r of E du...ca....izon /?yu ,;r- 1 9' 1¥ 1/~II f'a..f .p !fa:Z.., 
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The tendency is to consider civic education as it relates 
to vocati onal and cont i nuation schools, aiso consider 
its adapt a t i on to peculiar rural con:.li t i ons, adult and 
i mm igrant training~ 
There is also a tend ency to extend civic 
educa t i on to the extra school agencies. An illust r a t i on 
of this is the s ocial or civic c enter, which has oeen 
estab lished in many parte of the United States~ ~n 
some sta tes it is directed by the State Unive r ait}ea 
and in ot hers the public school authorities and other 
agenc ies~ 
Participation in civic activities is now 
cons i der ed one of the best means of vivic training, as 
it is t h r ough activity that habits are formed, ipitia-
tive is stimula ted, int e r est crea ted and maintained 
and judgment developed~ 
There is now a strong tend ency toward 
a fuller and mor e concrete study of social and indus-. 
trial inst i tutions. The war with its accompanying in-
dustrial and s ocial c onsequences have st imula ted stu6-
ies of th i s type until now it is easy to get a hea ring 
of any plan, which will incorporate t hem into the 
school curriculum. Some of the newest text-books are 
inclined to br~aWA_Y almost entirely from civil 
government. The ew..,ivicj by R. L, .Ashley- ~Millan Co., 
1917 has a chapt e· on Labor and In::lustry, on~ on the 
Laborer,his labor and his wage, one on money and bank-
ing, on .:: on commerce and one on conservation~ 
"The Real BuBineas of Living" by T.t.l;( t s breaks complete-
ly away from civil government. It deals with social 
ideas and relations, which underly the government~ 
Customs and ethical standards are discussed while laws 
are merely refe r red to as embodiments of underlying 
principles. The first part deals with primitive society 
and its growth. The second part discusses the rise of 
modern business organizat i ons and methode. There are 
chapters on Good, Faith and Respons ibility. The third 
division has the heading "City and C~untry" and the fourth 
division d eale with broad nati onal and internat i onal 
problems such as self- government and Liberty. 
• 
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SOCIAL STUDI ? S IN THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL. 
I. Some Administrative Considerations and Teaching Sug-
gestions~ 
The general plans of the social sciences 
in the s .e:h.ior · high. school.r~ given in the introduction. 
The plana should not be he ld to with rigidity but should 
be adjusted to the needs of the different groups of 
students and different curriculums. Those who do not 
intend to go to college should if possible take all the 
cours es as outlined. Those intending to enter College 
should take courses in accordance with the intended 
c ourse in college. Each student should take at least 
one social science course in each year of the senior 
high school~ 
If a student is so limited in time that 
he can only take one or two social science courses, 
the American History and Civic Theory and Practice are 
the most essential as they will be the most aid in 
underst anding the relations of his own social life~ 
While the social studies in the senior 
high school should be arranged to make a complete cycle, 
yet each cours'e and year should b e so arranged that if 
the. pupil l leaves school at the end of any year, he will 
have the m'ost vital information that is wit hin hie 
exp erience and ability to take~ 
Social science teachers in the senior 
high school should realize tha t they have the great-
est possible opportunities of fashioning th e lives of 
t hos e under their care according to American ideals~ 
They must realize that the social and group instincts 
are develo~ing more rapidly than in the junior high 
school and should be wisely directed and utilized. 
The senior high school period is the formative period 
or the period in which the foundation must be J.aid 
in the emotional sympathies for the reasoned reflec-
tions that dome later. The teacher must ent huse the 
•• 
:pupils and also be able to sa t i sfy that enthus iasm wh en 
it is created. The objective, the heroic, and the emo-
tional, appeals to pupils in the senior high school. 
The teacher mu s t understand the pupils and lead them 
through the field of huraan knowledge and guide these 
eager, generous spirits into the true understanding 
of the past, the significance of the present and give 
them a vision of the future possibi lities~ 
One has r .ightly said that "Thi ·s problem 
of the Social Sciences in our National education lies 
at the very heart of our democracy. We are endeavoring 
to hand down to the rising generat i on the ethical, 
int ellectual, and practical experiences of the race, 
interpreted in the spirit of our nati onal ideals~ 
The matter of the selection and emphasis and interpre-
tation of those experiences is in the hand s of the 
social sc:i.ence teachers of this country. They may bring 
to the student the most pot ent messages of those who 
have gone before, they may brea the in his ear the 
holi est hopes of those to come." 
In the senior high school the teaching 
in the social studies should be such as will deve l op· 
initiative leadership, and original ity. The students 
should be thrown more upon their own responsibility than 
in the junior high school. The social science teachers 
should use the s tudent activities to aid in the develop-
ment of the social and civic instincts of their pupils. 
The social studies should help socialize the entire 
school. 
The social and civic deve l opment has 
not kept pace with industrial deve l opment so we have 
social and p&litical corruption be ing manifested con~ 
eta.ntly. We feel our social science teaching in the 
senior high school should be practical and should 
help the pupil realize his social responsibility and 
inci t e him to right act i on~ 
:B: History in the Senior Hi gh School. 
While we feel that Early European History 
should come in t he junior high school, yet according to 
• 
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some of our plans we have p~t it in the Senior High 
school. So we shall consider it with the other courses 
in senior high school hi s tory • 
. l~ Bims of History in The Seni9r High School. 
As we have indica ted in other parts of 
this discussion there is a great, difficulty in 
getting uniform,definite, concrete objectives for a 
developing, progressive condition because definite 
and exnlicit aims are static and more or lese ab-
stract ' and will not fit a dymamic concrete condi-
tion. While we may set up a dynamic aim such as 
"social evo l ut i on", "progre s s" "development" "social 
advance", and "social effici ency" yet the difficulty 
is the interpretat i on of such aims. The idea of 
hi s tory as a development is one of the important thin·· gs 
that should be impressed upon the students of the senior 
high school~ Yet we believe it is well for each teacler 
to formulate some definite standards, goals oi aims 
to show their conception of progress and measure the 
amount made. We believe the general aims given for 
social studies in the introduction are expressive of 
the ultimate aims of history in the senior high 
school. We think each teacher should formulate even 
more explicit ilmnediate aims in history teaching, that 
definite things may be accomplished in the different 
ccuwses. We give some aims that have been formulated 
t~~~eachers in the construction of their aims~ 
a. A fund of information~ 
b. A spirit of toleration~ 
c. an independent jud~aent~ 
d. a long lock ahead tvision) 
e. Ideas of liberty and self-government~ 
f. The abi l ity to use books effectively. 
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:2> The Subject Matter of History in The Senior High School~ 
The subject matter should be based upon 
some good text-book which should be in the bands of each 
p~pil. The selection of problems for study should be 
with reference to the pupils own imr.o.ediate interest and 
its general social significance. Let us note what some 
of the recent text book writers say about the subject 
matter. 
• 
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1 In conformity with what is now the established 
tendency, greater emphasis has been put on the events of 
cur own time than on these of former agee. It is now 
generally recognized that a leading aim of the study of 
history is to enable one to understand the world of to~ 
day.f:· Harding: New Medieval and Modern History. 
"It is doubtful if a text-book should give 
room to any incident which the student cannot articulate 
with the life of today. This accounts for the omission 
of many names and events corur.only found in text books. 
West: Revised Ancient World! · 
"This volume repr esents the newer tenden-
cies in hi s t orical writing. Emphasis is given to those 
factors in our nat :i.onal deve loY-'ment which appeal to us 
as most vital from the standpo int of today. The most 
unmistakable advantage of historical study is to explain 
prevailing conditi cns and institutions by showing how 
they have come about. This i s our best way to under-
stand the present and be in a position to participate 
intelligently in the solution of the great social 
and political problems we face. All minor and uncorrelated 
matters have been boldly omitted on the ground that 
they make no permanent i m:':}rese i on on the students mind 
and serve only to confuse and blur the l a rger i ssues~ 
Muzzey: American History~ 
"In the selection of these essent ials, 
many details formerly deemed vital to ·a knowledge of 
hi s tory have been purposely omitted in an attempt to 
mirror the customs and lif e of the people and to ex-
plain the meaning of the great economic, social and 
ea rly modern times, always having in mind their influ .... 
ence on present civilizat i on," Howe: Essentials in 
Early European History ~ .3 
The above quotat ions from the prefaces 
of aut hors now writing hi story text books show the 
new point of view held by many authors and teachers 
regarding the subject matter of history~ 
1. H1's i-IJ-7 Tea-c h t:>' S /V(a_ 1a.-:z:ine. l/al. j~ 111-Jl j:Jc< j e 2- 2-.S ~ 
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J. M. Qathany says "The newer school s~ys 
study the past, know the facts of the past, study the 
t hings that have been ~ , but what things and why? 
This newer school says: study the past, but dont stop 
right there. Study the past not simply to know the past 
because it is the past, but study the past so as to 
know how the present has come to be~ Bon 1 t stop there 
even, says this recent school, but go a step further, 
and study the present, eo ae to understand the life 
that now is. Study the past an~ the present so that 
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we may intelligently analyze the present and its 
problems~~ t 
This school believes that historical facts 
or events are comparatively of little .value unless they 
have a bearing upon the present world of thought and 
act i on. The real function of history teachings according 
to the new school is to develop constructive and inter-
pretative power in order that wemay rightly judge con-
temporaneous problems, movements, institutions and 
publir& leaders. We are to study history not for history 
sake, but for our sake and for our children's sake. 
We believe the subject matter of history 
should be put to the functional test to be included 
in history. There are two in~erpretations of the func-
tional value of history: (l) the sociological inter-
pretation which considers that history functions if it 
explains present institutions and conditions; (2) the 
pedagogical interpretat ion which contends that to 
function means it must be connected with the ~resent 
funjerests of the student~~ Then a thing in history 
becomes worth while if it "meets the needs of present 
growth" in those ~eing taught, or stated in other 
words, "The selection of a topic in history and the 
amount of attention given to it should depend, not 
merely upon its relative proximity in time, nor yet 
u~on its relat ive present importance from the adult 
or from the sociological point of view, but also and 
chiefly upon the degree to which such topic. can be re-
lated to the present life interests of the pupil · 
or can be used by him in his present processes of growth~ nS, 
We see the effect of combining the two 
interpretations of the functj.cnal value of history 
/,fl rs tor1 Te a chers /Y(o... 1 .:vx..t :ne U"(. !J- l<fl'// ja.-Je L'- 3,.L:2.Jf, 
:2)/... S, f3urea_ J.,L ~j' l:du.ca_.t/on 73ld/et/n /'J(~Iit,2.'6 / a..'Je 'f3, 
3.2J.,:5 /3]-u r~a-k ~ Edz...t!a..ttb'>z- J32L lle-tt.n l /fi;(o~'if ,?4'Je f"~-· 
in the fol l owing statement by Mise Hanna M. Harris of 
the State Normal School, Hyannis, Mass~ 
11 The moment we cut Cl.ooae from the old method 
of trying .to teach all the historical facts, which may 
happen to be found between the covers of the text-booj, 
the quest i on of how to organize the material of history 
becomes an urgent one. The student of sociology desires 
to organize the subject matter primarily to exhibit some 
important phase or phases of the social evolution of the 
race or nation of of some smaller group~ 
The student of children and their needs 
desir~to start with their present interests and to 
select from the story of the past only shch fragments 
as bear ~o close a relation to these interests that 
they are capable of being in some real sense understood 
by the children, and of proving incentives to further 
profit able interests and activities on their part~ This 
second plan if carried out, would leave the entire 
record of the past open as a field for selection at 
any stage of the child' a educat i on and::w'9uld thus ira-
pose upon the teacher a task i mmensely difficult if not 
impossible. 
These two plans have a. common !)urpose 
to make the study of history yield the help it should 
give in the social education of the children and 
young people~ Is it_ not possible to combine success-
fully certain features of both proposals? Can we not 
heed the suggest i ons of modern pedagogy by starting 
wit h those contemporaneous matters in which the chil-
dren have already some inter est and from this study 
of present day community affaire be led naturallY back 
unto the past to find related material which is sig-
nificant to the children because of this relationship, 
and valuable to them because it serves to make cl~arer 
or more interesting the pr esent s i tuation? 
At the same time can we not limit the 
field of history from which the selection of material 
is to be made for any one year of the school work to 
some one historical epoch, permitting the teacher 
free choice wi t hin these limits, the choice to be 
guid ed both by the pre sent interests of the children 
• 
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and by the general rule tha t any historical facts con-
sidered mu st have some bearing upon the main linea of 
growth which are characteristic of the period being 
studied? 1' 1· 
The subject matter of history in the 
senior high school is gradually b eing changed to con-
form with this funct i onal view of history~ Too radical 
and revolutionary changes would not accom~lieh the 
desired results. As much depends upon the teacher and 
his preparation 1 we beli eve the subj ect mat te r will 
change as the teaching abi l ity of the history teachers 
is elevated~ 
We quote some outlines from the New Jersey 
courses to illustrate the present trend of emphasis 
in subject matter in Early and Modern European History 
a.nd Ame rican Hi story. 
VII. Medieval I,ife an,d Institutions~ 
A. Rural Life~ 
1. Manorial system~ 
a. Open field system of agriculture. 
b. Condition of peasants: serfdom~ 
2. Decline of s erfdom. 
a. Caus es~ 
b. Effects~ 
3~ Relation between the Manorial system 
and feudalism~ 
B. Town life~ 
1. Origin of Medieval towns. 
2. Description of Medieval towns~ 
3. Growth of democracy in Medieval 
town-a .~ 
4. Guilds and the guild system. 
a. Merchant guilds. 
(1) Nature. 
(2) Importance. 
b. Craft guilds 
• 
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!tl Cha racter 2 Their sv s tem 3 Effect on industry and on the 
condition of labor~ 
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2. Obstacles to commerce~ 
a. Object i on to the taking of interest. 
b. Laws against wholesaling~ 
c. Excessive tolls and tariffs 
d. Rieke. 
(1) Piracy~ 
(2) Strand-laws. 
(3) Hi. ghway robbery. 
3. Town lea gues: The Hanea 
4, Town fairs. 
a. Typical fairs 
b Influence and importance 
of the fairs. 
D. Art and Architecture 
1. Features of the Romanesque and Gothic 
styles compared. 
2. Cathedrals of the Middle Ages. 
3. The medieval castle 
4~ Town and count ry houses compared. 
E. Educa t i on 
1. Decline of Roman system 
2. Abelard 
3, The Univers it ies 
a. Typical universities 
b. Courses of study. 
c. Met hods of instruct i on 
d. St udent life. 
4. Scholasticism 
5 . · Roge r Bacon 
6. Charact er of medieval science and of 
other fi elds of knowle dge~ 
F. Languages and Literature 
1. Classifica t i on of medieval languages 
2, Great works of literature. 
a. The Bible in Got hic 
b. The work of Bede 
c. The work of Caedmon 
d. Beowulf 
e. The Nibelungen Lied. 
3. Minnesingers and troubadours 
• 
G. Chivalry and Kni ghthood . 
(1) Customs 
(2) influence / , 
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XVII~ T~ INDUSTRIALf REVOLUTION IN ENGLAND AND ON THE 
CONT I N:E;NT. 
1. The old system of manufacture 
a. Its principal cha racterist ics 
b. Its advantages~ 
(1) Regularity of work 
(2) Compara tively s t eady relat i on between 
the products and the return for l abor 
~ 3l Compara tively even distribution of wealth. 4 Staple products in all indus t ries. 5 Few comm ercial fluctuations. 
2~ The Hew Inventions and the Revolution in the 
processes of manufacture in England~ ' 
a~ In the textile trad es. 
!1) Kay's flying shuttle, 1738 2 Hargreaves' spinning jenny, 1767 3 Arkwri ght's wat er frame, 1769 4 Crompton's mule , 1779 
!5 Cartwri ght's powe r loom, 1787 6 Improvements in calico printing, 1783-1800 7 Acid and chlor i ne blea ching, 1785-1800 8 Whi t ney's cotton gin, 1793 
b. In t he iron indus t ry 
( ll The old process of cha rcoal amel ting . 
(2 Darby's process of coa l smelting, 1750 
(3 Smeaton's blast furnace, 1760 
(4) Improvemen~s for hard ening stee~. 
and tool manufacture, 1750-1800 
c. In t he china and eart henware trades- Josiah 
Wedgewood. 
3. The s team engine and ita application to industry 
a. Pap in's en~ ine. 
b. Newcomen's pump in the mining industry, 1'704 . 
c. Watt's engine ap~lied to textile and other 
trades, 1769-1819 
4. The revo l ut i on in transpor t a t i on 
a. Road build ing and canal cons t ruction 
(1) Telford and Macadam and the new turn~ikes 
(2) James Brindley and the const r uct i on 
of commercia l canals 
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b. Application of steam to transportat i on 
!ll Fulton's steamboat, 1809 2 Stephenson's locomctive, 181S 3 Building railroads 4 Development of ocean transportation and 
inland waterways" 
5~ The introduction of the "factory" system 
a. The characteristic of the factory 
1
1) Power (steam or water) 
2) Machinery 
3) Men 
b. Effects of the new system 
(1) Development of l arge scale production 
(2) Separation of the interests of capital 
and l abor . 
1 ~->) Redi s tribution of popula tion (4) New ec nomic":and soaial .. p::ftoblema1 ~· .·-· ~ .: al Growth of the capitalist class !b Degradation of the laboring classes c Woman and child labor d Instability of trade (5) The end of the old system of trade regulation 
in England 
(a) Repeal of the Navigation Acts, 1796-1830 
(b) Abandonment of protection,l846-1852 
!6l English factory legislation 7 Growth of trade-unionism S Socialiam 9 New internat ional relations-efforts of France 
to stifle English trade 
• 
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(a) The action of the Convent i on and the 
Directory, 1793-1799 
(b) Napoleon's Berlin and Milan Decrees, 1806-1807 
(c) England's retaliation- Orders in Council 
(d) Failure of France due to the cheap-ness 
of English goods 
(e) F.nglandVs triumph over Napoleon- the 
triumph of a manufacturing nation 
6~ The Industrial Revolution on the Continent 
a. In France, after 1815~ 
(1) The ascendancy of the. capitalist class 
under Louie Philippe, 1830-1848 
(2) The Revolution of 1848- its economic sig-
nificance 
b~ In(Gerr.aany (1) The Zollverein, 1833 · 
(2) The German Empire, and the new industrialism/, 
!; Jlze Te a. t:l'- LJ2i "f Soc~a..2 st-z., .. J;es -Sta.ie "}- y;r:)CJ!'- fd...ye bO-l :Z. 
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Industrial Sunremacy of the United States~ (1880-
1916) . 
A~ Manufacturing on a large scale. 
L In 1894 the United Sta tes had gained first 
rank as the leading manufacturing nation~ 
2. Since 1894 the United States has surnasaed 
all oiher nations in the production of ~oa~, 
which is the basic industry of all the others 
and largely deterwines which nation can lead 
in manufactures~ 
3~ In 1900 the value of manufactures was 
double tha t of farm products~ 
4~ A marked characteristic in recent years 
is concentration in large establishments. 
a~ Advantages of l a rge scale production; 
b. Evils growing out of large scale production~ 
5~ Growth of manufact uring industries in the 
South since 1880~ 
B. Other industries~ 
1~ United States leads all other nations in 
the production of coal, iron, copper, pe-
troleum, phosphate of lime, lead, zinc 
and aluminum. 
2. United Sta tes stands second in the pro~ 
duction of gold and silver~ 
3. In 1910 the total value of the comnercial 
mineral production exceeded $2 1 000,000,000~ 
a~ Total output of minerals far lese in 
value than that of either agriculture or 
manufactures. 
b. Rate of increase since 1880 has been 
much more ra:9id in minerals than in Agri-
culture and manufactures~ 
c. Industrial Combinations~ 
1~ Favorable conditions~ 
a~ Standardization of machinery and methods~ 
b; Adequate accounting systems~ 
c~ Perfecting of the 
(1) Telegraph 
(2) Telephone~ 
(3) typewriter 
d. Cons t ruction and organization of railroads~ 
3~ Early attempts at combina tion prior to 1882~ 
3. Large number of industrial consolidations 
(aggregations of cap ital) in last years of 19th 
century and first years of 20th~ 
a~ Advantages claimed for such combinations~ 
b~ Evils of capitalistic monopolies; 
4. Federal legislation concerning such combinations 1 e. g. 
a~ Interstate commerce. act 1887 ~ 
b~ Sherman anti-trust law 1890• 
c. Elkins Act 1903 
e. Taft Administration measure 1910 
f~ Creation of the Federal Bureau of corporations~ 
g~ Clayton Act 1913~ 
5~ Anti-trust state legislation in 32 states and 
anti trust provisions added to 17 sta te constitutions~ 
6. Lax policy of New Jersey (until 1911) and two other 
charter granting states. 
7. Dissolution of some of the large trusts~ 1 8 . Present att:i.tude towards "trus t regula t i on." · 
~! · Methode 1 Aide .and Devices for Teaching History in . 
· ' the Senior High School~ 
(j)- !: ~ The Problem Method~ 
While we do not advocate the exclusive use 
of any one method yet we be lieve. a combination of the 
problem1 topical and syllabus me t hode in-::co'!f'perating 
the best features of the remaining metho'aS is by far~ 
the best method of teaching history in the upper high 
school~ 
The following are some of the advantages 
clalmed for the problem met hod: 
a,J:. ' It provides a task tha t challenges the students 
intellect rather than his memory~ 
-t-, ·.·: ; :-. It teaches the student accuracy in getting 
the thought of the printed page. 
~' : f.:' It tends to destroy the credulous belief in 
the printed page and teaches students to 
carefully weigh wha t they read; 
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It tends more than any other method to arouse the 
self-activity of thes t udent. 
It inspires interest in the class, for it gets 
attention, which is the first prerequisite of in-
terest. 
It clarifies the distinction between the original 
source and the eecon:iary work. 
The chief advantage claimed for the problem method 
is that it leads students to form jud~~ents and 
look for the human motives tha t prompt the acts 
aroun~ them. This teaches them to be obs ?rvers of 
human nature and enable them to better care for 
t heir own interests. This greatly increases the 
functional value of history by enabling the :pupils 
to form correct social judgments. 
The Topical Method. 
The greatest advantage of the topical 
method is that it focusses the attention on the 
matter in hand. The following are some of the merits 
of the topical method. (.-J It causes the use of 
other books beside the text. 
It inst ructs the pupil in selecting material on a 
definite subj ect. (B) It leads to comparison 
which develop the judgment. The difficulty with 
the to~ical methods is that if used alone it 
would iead "to scrap:9y knowL:! dge of detached ep ........ 
isods;". 
The •ource method. It is u seful for problem setting 
and illustrating the stat ements of the teacher and 
text, but is open to the same criticism ae the 
topical method. The Comrni tt ee of Seven says "'Nhile 
it suggests the basis of original record uDon 
which all history ~eats, on the other hand, it 
expects valuable generalizations from insufficient 
bases ."' 
Other Me thode. The other methode such as quGs tion 
and answer, l ecture and comb ination lecture-quiz 
-clans have elements tha t are useful and when combined 
with the topical and problem method give variety 
which is one of the items of interest. 
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~ Met hods of vitalizing hi story .~ 
There is a great need of making the history 
work vital~ real and significant to the pupils. We mus~ 
to secure results_,articulate the subject matter to the 
students interests, experiences and· questions, or in 
other words tie the work to the pupil's lives. When 
the student has desirable and adequate motives supplied 
he is im!)elled to self...eactivity, self.;exp1·esaion .and 
self-realization. Teac hi ng is vitalized when the 
pupils sees it is useful and satisfies some felt need~ 
Prof. ~. M. Gath~ny gives five ways of 
vitalizing history by revel ,; tion, by comparison by word 
s tudy by discussion and by the study of cur:cent history~ 
(4Q History may be made real and significant t o the 
s t udent by tracing the evolution of the great centra~ 
features of our civilizat i on such as the following: 
the gradual abol i tion of private privilege, the estab-
lishment of the equal rights of men before the law, the 
growth of po9ular education, the effect of the appli- · 
~tion of steam an1 electricity to machinery, the eman-
~pat i on, of re!fgiona! t nbugnt. The changing sta tus 
of woman, etc, 
(~ History work may also be made vivid by comparisons. 
For exar:n!-J le, we can show the points of likeness and 
the contrasts of the pas t and present regarding such 
to~ice as: Kinds of dress, educational advantages, 
the institutions l aw s, governments, ideals and morale 
of nations, and manner of living. 
(~) History is often vague to students because they do 
not know the meaning of many words and expressions used 
in the material and by the teacher. It is surprising 
to know the various conce~tions pupils have of words 
in every day use. Such terms as constitution law, 
economics, democracy, militarism, patriotism, ju:ti c ial 
~artisan, execut ive, legi s l a tive, citizenJruonopoly, 
anarchi s t, diploma cy, pacifist, soc iety, arbitration, 
contraband, initiative and referendui'ti wh ich are used 
often in hi st ory instruct ~ on are often not sufficiently 
unders tood by the -pup ils to enable t hem to grasp the 
t hought. To elucidate the meaning of the vitalw·ords 
greatly aids in the assimila t i on of the thought~ 
• 
a!)ia Discussion is a vi tal part of the history recitation~ ~\~ proposing well arranged, pointed thoughtful careful 
quest ~ ons for discuss i on the teacher can lead the pupils 
to do some good sound thinking, a G well as ascertain 
what they know and how they appreciate the facts con-
tained in the lesson. It promotes self-activity, gives 
variety and greatly intensifies the interest~ 
(e)~ ) The study ,of contemporary history greatly aid.s in 
tying history to life. Contemporaty events are much 
more interesting to students than the things of the 
past, for they are the thoughts and actions of the 
living and set in familiar scenes. Then if the student 
gets interested in the present he wil l study the 
past to fully understand the Dresent. In the study of 
contemporary history the student comes into contact 
with the source material and learnsto select, classify, 
analyze, weigh and reconstruct. The work must be super-
vised and well~directed to accomplish the best results~ 
Contemporary events enlivens the past and ties it 
to life while the past gives us ~ a background for an 
understand ing of the present. So it is necessary for · 
them to be connected~l -
Current events should "be studied in con--
nection with several good Magazines each pupil having 
a copy. The students may be asked to hand in an outline 
on the subject assi gned after they are directed as to 
what the outline shall consist of. They may keep a 
notebook in which they put a digest of the weeks st~y 
consisting of a specified number of po~nts. Groups of 
pupils may be assi gned topics and asked to report~ 
Tests and exruninations can be given at specified times 
to check up the work. The use of Magazines enlarges 
the stu i ents vocabulary, cultivates a desi :ra for good 
reading, helps them · to understand the momentous problems 
of our day. 
~}#• Colla t eral Reading. 
Colat eral reading ~s essential in the 
study of hi story in the upper high school, as it 
trains the stui ent in the apprecia tion of the well~ 
/, 0 Z{ r I(} 0 k S' e )d' I// I r I ? t p._ J e :,-~ ( {) . 
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written, teaches him how to find what he likes, excites 
the pu-pils interest, develops his ability to tell what 
he finls~ develops his judgr.aent, and broadens his 
mental horizon. Colla teral reading helps solve the 
problem of individual differences. The teacher should 
arrange the material for the stud ent and rank and 
estimate the aut horities used. The assignments should 
not be so extensive as to over-tax the pupil neither 
should they be so difficult that they are beyond his 
comprehension. Good biographies are useful for unify-. 
ing and vivifying a pu~ils knowledge of a period. Col-
lateral reading should add to the · reax~ty, of history, 
add information, make history int eresting, give ac-
quaintance with historical literature and illustrate 
the historical method of study. Readingsahould be assign-
ed in texts, fict i on, poetry, magazines and nevvspapers .~ 
(7.~ Note book work. If we afunit tha t collateral read-1lng i s va l uable, we must also maintain the value of the 
noteQbook for it is impossible to secure permanent · 
results from it, unless the pupils make record of 
their reading. Besides the collateral reading the 
no te book s hould contain summaries of facta brought out 
in the recitat i on, maps, pictures and outlines~ mhe 
note-book to be of service to the pu··')il must be 
carefully examined and checked up occas i onally. While 
t he re is danger of the work being super fi cial and a mere 
copying, yet we believe if used judiciously it will 
s erve the following purpose: (a) promote clearness, 
thoroughness, definiteness, sys tem and neatness~ (b) 
furnish opportunity for each student to apply the 
knowledge gained in the recitation (c) help fix 
i mportant facta in the memory. ( d j Provide useful 
information for review. 
qi) The ~ecitat j on 'P eriod. Each recitat i on should have 
unity, proportion ::, .. nd coherence. 
The recit a tion should clarify and unify 
the i deas unler discussion also the readings of the 
PWJils. The teacher should be guarded against talkin g 
too much t hough should emphasize important points and 
correct erroneous views and wrong interpretations. 
The teacher should stimula t& activity on the part of 
the~upils. He should inspire the pupils to do original 
wo r k j to re late the lesson to the previous work; to 
systematize material, recognizing the difference be~ 
t ween princi9les and details~ 
The social recit a tion can be used effec-
tively in the hi :'ltory courses of the up'!}e r high school~ 
In the social recit a t ion the class is organized and is 
directed by the chairman, under the supervision of 
t he teacher. 
Miss Lotta Clark gives the following 
o~de r of such a recitat ion~ 
(a) The president ca l ls the class to crder and has the 
roll called~ 
(b) He asks for the secretary's report which is cor-
rected and accepted. 
(c) Unfini shed business is first taken up. 
(d) The lesson of the day is then called for and any 
one wh o desires may rise ancl begfn the recita t i on. 
Un1ecided quGs tions wer e lef t for the next time. 
The secreta ry's r eport reviewed the wmrk. 
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Such a class can be organized into a 
legislature, for the d iscuas t on of history measures~ 
This kind of recita t i on tend s to deve l op l eadS rship, 
initiative and originality and adds interest to the 
s tudy. The fol l owing outl ine of suggest i ons and 
direct i ons f or conducting the hi story recitat ~ on 
by Prof. R. M. Tyron should be a great assistance 
to teachers~ 
Some suggest i ons and Direct :i one For Con .... 
duc ting a Hi gh School Recit a t j on. 
I. Type of Re cit at ion~ 
1. History recitations may assume vari ous forma~ 
Determine in advance the form you are to use and 
make your plans accordingly. 
• 
• 
II. Review of the Previ ous Lesson~ 
l. Determine just what po inte in the previous les-
son or lessons you wish to review. Indicate these 
udder method of procedure in · y .:~ 1..i. 1· lesson plan~ 
2. Have in mind how much time you are to give to 
the previous lesson or lessons~ to the new lee-
eon, and to the assi g~~enta of the next day's 
lesson~ Make a prac t ice of adhering to this 
schedule rather rigidly~ 
III. The New Leeson~ 
1. Determine how it is to be introduced~ Keep in 
mind its relat i on to the pr~vi ous le ss on or 
lessons~ 
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2. Type of '!Uest i on: Attempt to keep a reasonabl e 
proportion of thought and men:.ory quest :_ one~ Avoid 
to many direct questions. Gua rd yourself against 
the use of double, triple and a cumbersome wording 
of ordinary questions. Better write out six or 
eight l eading questions in advance. Let them 
appear under method of procedure in your l es son 
plan~ 
3. The amount of talking and and exp l a ining done 
by the teacher will u sual ly be small in compar i son 
to tha t done by t he pupils~ 
4 . Each lesson will ordinar ily have a leading 
problem. Pup ils should have the main problem 
clearly in mind in order that they may more 
easily grasp the ma in points developed during 
the recita tion period~ 
5. A summary at t he clo se of each le s son as well 
as at the conc l usion of a series of lessons is 
usua l l y worth while. Keep t hes e in mind~ 
IV. Assignment of the next day 1 s work~ 
1~ Specific directions will always be given for 
the study of the new lesson. Often some will 
• 
• 
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need to be given for the review of the previous 
lesson or lessons~ 
2. Allow yourself am~le time for this phase 
of the work. Be sure that the pupils under-
stand what is demanded of them and later 
see tha t they come up to these demands 
according to their beat ability. 
3. Collateral r eading should be carefully as-
signed. One good way to do this is to make 
out cards and post them in the library. As-
signments of special topics may be given 
either in class or placed on slips and pass-
ed out to ind i vidual puDils. 
V. Gene~al Management. 
1. Maps, diagrruas, pictures and other illus~ 
trative mat er ials should be in constant use~ 
Tho se for the day's lesson must be arranged 
before the recit a t ion begins~ 
2. Attention and interest must be kept up~ 
},_ sign of both is voluntary discussion., 
quest ions and obj ect ions. When these are 
lacking the cause must be sought, and some 
remedy applied. 
3. Dull, diffident or unprepared members of 
the class must not be ne glected. Special 
methode may need to be devised for thes e~ 
4. Careful attention muGt always be given 
by the teacher to mistakes in English on 
• 
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the part of the st 0dente. The teacher 1 e own 1 grarmnar and pronunciation may need some 
a tt ent ion~/, 
(j) Supervised study. The gr eatest problem that 
confronts the high school student is how to 
study effective ly. Un~ess he l earns this he 
is liable t o become discouraged and clrop out~ 
Whi le he nay in time lea rn to study effect .... 
ively yet it is a slow and wasteful process~ 
I, )/;stoJ~r /e«--- cher-s /'l(a f ax;'n.e Vol'-' /<j'/C j;e :Zj(, 
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A teacher must understand the student to be able to 
lead him successfully, so he needs to develop a point 
of contact with his study that he may train him in 
economical and effective habits of study. Since moat 
of the students in the natural science courses seem 
to need double time, we can see no reason why historical 
science does not need the same. 
Supervised study enables the teacher 
to adjuat the amount of work and the difficulty of 
the tasks to the ability of the student. So it helps 
the teacher solve the problem of individual differences. 
The brighter students can be given independ ent inves-
tigat ions along lines of their s~ecial int erest while 
the poorest student is getting the minimum requirements~ 
With supervieed study the teacher does not have to 
quiz the pupils to find out whether they have studied 
their lessons for he is close in touch with their study. 
So the recitat i on can be devoted to new, material and 
constructive group thinking. 
The following are the problems in super-
vi sing the students' attack on topics: (a) "How to 
U!Otivat e study (b) how the student should study (c) how 
the teacher shoul d teach the student to study." The 
first problem must be solved by the teacher in making 
the assi gnment . He must arouse the stud ents curiosity 
and interest. He must s how him tha t there is a real 
problem and one which he will be interested in solving~ 
The second problem, the stud ents method should have 
been already solved by the teac he r and the t hird is 
the problem of the technique of supervised study . So 
much depends UT'On the ent husiasm and the ability of the 
teacher to develop the technique for carrying out the 
work~ 
The teachers must show the student to solve 
the prob1ems, but must not solve then: for him as this 
deadens his initiative and retards his development . 
The following are the steps in t eaching the student how 
to study: (a) The discuAf.lion and study of the principles 
as e:ttbodied in the instruct ionsj (b) group study under 
the instruct i on of the teacher, applying the instructions 
to definite assi e;nmentsj (c) individual study under 
the clo s e supe1·vis i on of the t eacher, '. We have no 
• 
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doubt that supervised study wi ll greatly benefit his-
tory teaching. UD) Illustrative Material. 
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It ie just as es s ential that the hi s tory room should 
be equipped with maps, atlases, charts, roodele, pictures, 
periodicals as itiE for the phys ical and chemical lab-
oratory to have test tubes retorts and the like. ~or 
coins, pieces of statuary, r el ics, model, casts, pictures 
etc., visualize• the past and makes the history work 
real and interesting. Pupils may be aroused to collect 
and make valuable material for the history room. The 
t each~r should be careful to u s e material that clarifies 
and illustrates the class work. There is also a danger 
of giving too much time to the illustrations and 
illustrat ive material. 
Q~. Other ~ids and.Z'2evices. 
The f ollowing h~ve been used advantageously 
i n upper high school history; dramatizat i on, trips and 
vi f3 its to museums, pictures, stereopt ican l ectures, 
clirp ings, reviews, summaries, out l ines, debates, drills, 
oral and written tests. 
J..:!.-". The 'Pre s ent Tendenc i es . 
The present tendencies of hi st ory teaching 
i s toward a new po int of vi ew , n sw subj.ect mat ter and 
new result s. The tendency a t present is to focus atten-
tion on present day problems and conditions and make 
i t u e=ful and pract i cal in the sense that it is con-
ducive to good citizenship and social effici ency~ It 
ie considered more valuab le to study t he forces that 
have revolut ionized the world in the last quarter of 
a century than to memori ze facts r egarding the ancients. 
The i r tendency is to s tudh American and Mode rn European 
History in preference to ancient, or Ge neral. The 
tendency is to emphasize economic and indust rial history 
over ,olitical hi s tory. 
The incl inat i cn regarding the subject 
matter is to eliminate that which the ordina ry man 
doe s not need today and inc l ude that rela ting to deeply 
significant movements, ilb.atitutions and men. Also to 
• 
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consider primarily the matter and method which function 
in the life of the pupils. Concreteness is being given 
emphasis in hi story teaching today. We are trying to 
get students to do more t hinking and lese memorization, 
and learn by active participat ion~ 
The results eought~more utilitarian 
and practical than formerly, and the stud ent is urged 
to make practical) concrete applica tion of hie theoret-
ical knowledge in his every day life~ 
III. Civic Theory and Practice~ 
The course in Civic Theory and Practice 
is closely r elated to the c ours e in co~uunity civics 1 
which has been discussed under the social sciences in 
the junior high school. The general proc edure of this 
cour s e would be about the same as corwnunity civics, 
except that the vis i on of the pupils would be greatly 
widened and the instruct :i.on must be more advanced to 
be adapted to their needs, inter ests_ and capacities~ 
The following aims of this cour se fo rmulated by the 
Department of Public Ins t ruct i on of the State of New 
Jersey are very significant. 
A. To increase the intelligence of the pupils 
in regard to 
1. Government in general and our own 
government in particular. 
a~ The essence of government in co-oper-
at i on, or union of effort for the com-
mon good~ 
b~ The government helps the individual to 
do tha t which he cannot do unaided. 
c. Necessity for gove~nment grows out 
of our dependence upon one another 
in satisfying our daily needs~ 
2. Individual benefits arising from our 
in£3t i tut i one~ 
• 
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3. Principles of self governr!! ent and advantages 
and needs of self-government as show in 
over a century of exyeriment. 
4. Co st of each institut i on in the efforts 
and sacrifices of past generat i ons through 
centuries of time. 
• 
5. Or ganizat i on of the community in which the pu-
pils live. 
a. How to gain a better under s t andi-ng of its 
life. 
b. How to gain a \Vholeaome attitude toward 
its problems. 
6 . Duties of a citizen and fundamental :principles 
upon which they ~est. 
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B. To inspire the pupils with high ideals in regard to 
politica,l concluct, and to furnish stimulus toward 
that act :ion which they know to be right and for 
which they p:ofnlessaaequate str ength. 
1. Make t hem realize tha t they are citizens now 
and are a uart of the experience of the futur e 
whose duty it will be to organize anew and ad-
minis ter government~ 
2. Make .t hem feel the responsibility of all the 
citizene for what ever ia done in their community .• 
3. Make t hem feel that any per son who is unwilling 
to make some ·9e rsona l sacri f ice f or the community 
or to do fai thfu l ly and cheerfully the part 
a s s i gned hi m is an ingrate and an enemy to ad-
vane eraent and -, r ogr e s s. 
4. Make t hem see the conA equencea of indifferenc ~ 
to ryublic aff airs. 
5. Make t hem r :3alize tha t intelligent honesty of 
·purnoee is a gu.arant ee of good gover nment to a 
f a r gr ~ater extent t han model constitutions 
and charters. 
C. 6. To incu lca te in pu~J ils the habit of performin g 
civic funct ions da i ly. 
1. To be obedi ·en·ii to governm:ent off ic i als. 
8. To be orderly and industrious in school 
work so as to i ncreas e the efficiency of 
• • 
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the school, which is one of the government institut i ons. 
3. To oe careful in the u se of school property so as 
to lower the tax rate. 
4. To t).elp beautify and to refrain from disfiguring the 
school grounds~ 
5 . To deal honestly and fairly with class mates an~ 
fellow students. 
6. To show a s~irit of bel~fulneas to all in the school 
c orumuni ty. I, 
In Civic Theory and practice concrete 
social and industrial problema should be studied as 
well as political for they have ever been closest to 
t he hearts and lives of mankind. There are many 
changes being brought about in our government at pres-
ent such as government control of railroads, telegraph 
and telephone systems; new laws regulating instituti ons; 
such ae the Sherman Anti-trust Law, Federal Income 
Tax, Federal Banking Reserve, Smith-Hughes Act., etc. 
wh ich should be given consideration. 
The study of the vital problema of so~ 
cial life adopted to student s needs and interests will 
give them some knowledge with ~ractical value as well 
as add interest to the study. 
In the New Jer sey Course of study a 
nurabe r of the most significant problems conf ronting 
us are stuiied. The questi on under each toDic are thought 
provoking and show the concreteness of this study. 
We give the general headings considered with the 
,Q:eneral topics unde r each to show the present trend 
of this subject~ 
I. The Service Rendered by Government to Various Types 
of Homes. 
1. Kinds of homes in the United States in 1916. 
2. Changes in the attitude of government towa rd 
family life between 1776 and 191~. 
/, T ke- Te a. e)u~ oj $"eta 2 't;-t ud t.'e s -Sttr te cJ ;y;;-_ /9/(, ftl.je 9'~ 11/, 
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II Civil Liberty in Theory and Practice. 
1. Ita History and its significance. 
2. Significance of personal security. 
3. Significance of personal liberty. 
III~ Significance of property Rights~ 
1. They under lie moat other rights~ 
2~ Property rights change from age to age~ 
3. Changes in nations about public property. 
4. Changes in nations as t o use of private property. 
5. Rights of property in labor~ 
"-IV. Political Ltb~rty. 
1. History of contest for political rights in 
England and the United States. 
2. Present restrictions on the right to vote~ 
V. Services Rendered to the Community by the City 
G-overnment. 
1, Making the city "survey" 
2. I mportance of such a survey to a city. 
3~ Guarding the health of citizens~ 
4. Police force ~pr ovided by t he city~ 
6. Public utilities of the city. 
7. Educat t on provided by the city. 
8. City planning. 
9. Raising money to pay billa~ 
10 . . Dec iding how the money shall be spent or 
"budget Making!' 
11. Relation of the city government to the 
sta te gove rnem~nt. 
12. Different kinde of city government. 
13. Present r11..micipal problema. 
14. Met bods of h nr> r vving government through pub-. 
lie opinion. 
VI. Services ~endered by the State Government. 
1. Determine qualificat i ons of a voter subject~ 
to rules laid down in the United St a tes 
Constitut Lon. 
• 
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2. Det en aining marriage licens es and divorces, 
probating willa, regis te ring births and deaths~ 
3. Determining what acta are criminal; what pun-
ishm ents may be inf l ict ed~ 
4. Educa t ion l a r gely deter mined by state laws in 
both cities and rural districts~ 
5. Guar ding the Health of ita citizens. 
6. Sea rching for the causes and means of prevent-
ing noverty. 
7. The Sta te goverrunent and trade uni ons~ 
8. State regulat i on · of business~ 
9. Sta te road bui l d ing. 
10 ~rocuring state revenue~ 
VII. Services Rendered by the Federal Government~ 
1. For the consumer. 
8. For the Manufacturer~ 
3. Federal laws regula te "trusts" the Sherman 
act of 1890. 
4. For the farmer. 
5. for the industrial worker. 
6. The f ed eral govermnent in certa in kinds of 
bus iness~ 
7. The fede ral gove r nment i n its relat i on to new 
marke ts and the enl a r gement of foreign trade. 
8. Federal health work~ 
9. Nat i onal defense provid ed by the fed eral govern-
ment~ 
10. Peace movement. 
11. Fore ign af f airs. 
12~ Monetary system of the United States~ 
13. Raising revenue for the f ederal gove rnment ~ 
14. Making the budget~ 
15. ?ower of federal government ove r territories~ 
VIII. Machinery Government. 
1. Principal kinds of gove rnment~ 
2. Federal char act er of the goverruuent. 
3, Thr eefold separat i on of the powe rs of government. 
4. The s epa r a tion of powsr s cons i der ed vital. 
5. General r e s emb l ances be t we en s tate const i tutions 
and the nat i onal constituti on. 
• 
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IX. Interpretation and Modificat i on of the Constitution 
of the Uniited States when in active operat:ion. 
X. u·~ritten Constitution of the United States~ 
XI. Political Parties and the Government. 
1. Party organization and methode~ 
2. Plan~ to secure an honest ballot and a fair 
count in elect j_oni.J. 
IV. Economics. 
1. Ita significance. 
• 
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Economics is the science which considers 
the social a yet em dealing with its product ~Lon dis-
tribution exchange and consum~tion. It is the science 
which seeks to elucidate the social phenomena of 
wealth getting and wealth using. It haa also been 
called the "science of business". The economist deale 
with valuable goode and their relation to the in-
dividual and society as a whole. He gives ua in-
formation ab out how goods al!e :produced by society, 
how they are distributed among the producers and 
the reaction of their use u~on individuals and 
society. Economics conceived as the science of 
welfare should be af supreme interest to the in~­
dividual family state, nat i on and world~ 
"Fundamenta l ly, economics is the science 
whic h shows how individuals and assoc i ations of 
individua~ can provide their necessary f ood cloth-
ing and shelter and whatever else is deemed a 
proper ~art of their life". 
2. The ft_eed of ~conolnica in the Senior }r/igh s 'chool. 
Si nce all peTeons must practice economics more 
or lese as an art in business dealings, it 
seems very important that they study it as a 
science. In all walks and ca l l ings of life men 
must deal in some form of economic practice; 
they have to regulate their activities by cal-
culations of supply and~ demand, inco!nea and ex-
penditures, then how important is it that as many 
as ~ossible have some training in it. 
f, ·n'Le /e~eh 1}1_J oj Soeu ... ! Sfu..d.le5-Sfa_-fe ~1 't(,J.fil'f/e ?.5- - //!J-
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Let us first consider its value to the individ-
ual. It teaches men to care for themselves and their 
de'!')endents and mete provision for the future. It glves 
students information regarding such fundar.aer1tale as in-
vestments and savings, returns for labor, coste of 
living etc. These individuals values should be suffici-
ently important to give it a place~ 
Economics also teaches us that the business 
occupations are beneficial to society and that we are 
to ·some extent responsible for the welfare of others~ 
It thus aida men in getting the proper professional 
attitude~ 
It also demonstrates the interdependence of 
man. It shows that capital and labor should be friends 
instead of enemies. The employer should try to pay 
his employees all that it is possible for him to pay 
and the employee s hould seek to do as much as possible 
for his employer~ 
Economic problems occupy a large part of our 
party platforms, and many of the recent laws are ec6'-. 
nomic, eo it is highly important to the prospective 
voters. If coMmon men need this informat i on in their 
daily persuits it aho.ihld::be ::gi"!l:en in the high school 
since it furnishes t h0 l~s~ chance to teach the 
subject to any considera~le number~ 
The fact that it is being taught with prof-
it able results in the high schools of va rious large 
cities like New York, BOston, Buffalo, Philadelphia, 
New Orleans, Seattle, Denvor, Dallas, Louisville, 
Chicago and Newark shows that it must be practical 
and within the grasp of ~enior high scho.-: 1 pu·o ile~ 
The Comr.aittee of ten said the fundamental 
principles of economics were not beyond the grasp . 
of the second.ary pu.,)il. They recommended tha. t it be 
taught incidentally in con.Dect i on with history. While 
it should {iave been taught incidentally in the course 
ev·en in the junior high school, yet we believe it is 
too i mportant to be given only an incidental treatment. 
The di ffic11l ty with such a proded.ure is that only the 
prof i cient and experienced t3a cher would get any re-
sults from such a treatment. 
• • 
So since it ie wit hin the grasp of the 
s enior hi gh school anrl is consid ered one of the moat 
.needful subj ects by educators, authors, editors and 
teac r1ers) we be l ieve 1 t should be offered in the upper 
h i gh school. 
3. The ~alues of Economics in the Senior High Scho o l~ 
The foll ow ing values are claimed for 
economics. 
!
lj Practical. 2 Et hical~ 
3 Voca t i onal • 
. 4 Cultural. 
4. The Content of !!conomics in the ,Senior }bgh ~chool~ 
A good t ·ex t should be adopted as the basis of the sub-
ject ra.atter~ 
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The following general division and general 
to~ics from the New J ersey c vurse will give a general 
i d ea of the content; 
Introduct i on. 
I. Hurnan needs~ 
(1) Food~ 
2. Clothing. 
3. Shelte r~ 
4. Cla ssifica t i on, nec ee sa ry and unnecessary. 
II Ef f orts to Sati sfy Thes e Needs in the 
1. Hunting and fi shing stage. 
2. Pastoral st age~ 
3. Agricultural stage. 
4. Manufacturing and commercial sta ge. 
5. Indust rial s tage. 
III. Man Finds Himse lf Dependent~ 
1. On Natures provi s ions. 
2. On his own exertions. 
• 
• • 
1. Fir s t di s tribut i on among the indu s trial group 
of society, who per fo r m some service not a part of 
industrial life and receive com}.,ensat i on, such as pro-
fess i onal cla sses, pub l ic officials, hou s ehold s ervants 
etc., 
II Agencies of Distribut i on f or the Indu st rial Group~ 
l. Rent. 
2. Int er est. 
3. Wages or salaries~ 
4, Profit s~ 
III. Dist ribut i on for the Non-Indus trial Gr oup~ 
• 
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1. Agency- compensat i on for service not indus trial. 
2~ Rela t i on of s econd distribut i on to fir st. 
3. Firs t distribut i on dete r mine s fi rs t ovmarahlP.:-: 
of all wealth~ 
IV. Results of All these Agencie s, 
1. Est imates of the concentrat i on of wealth. 
2, Estimates of poverty. 
3. Ef f ects upon the char acter and life of the 
peo~le, - their laws, government, morals~ 
'PART IV. 
Modern EOonomic Problems. 
I. Probl ems involved in Suggest ed Remedie s for Indust rial 
Wrongs. 
1. Labor organi za t i. on. 
2. Political r eforms~ 
3. Public regulat i on~ 
4~ Co-oper a.t ·i. on and profit shar :i.ng~ 
5. Single tax~ 
6~ Socialism, 
II. Problem of Ownershi p . 
1 . Origin of Ownershi p . 
2. Nature and purpos e of ownershi p . 
3. Respons i b i l ity of Ownership. 
4. Chan~ing concept ion of ownershi p . 
• •• 
III. Problem of Labor and its Wage. 
1. Origin~ 
8. Concli t ions~ 
3. Remedies. 
IV. Transportat i on Prob l em . 
1. Origin and import ance. 
2. Problem of the railroad. 
3. ~es t i on of the Merchant Marine. 
4. Inland waterways and their development~ 
V. Problem of Taxat i on; 
1. Forma of taxat i on, Advantages and die-
advantages of each. 
2. Machinery of taxat ~ on. 
3. Propo sed re f ormi. 
VI. Problem of Int ernational Trade and the Tariff~ 
1. Machinery of internati onal trade~ 
8. Restricti ons on internat i onal trade. 
Addit i onal and Opti onal Problema. 
VII. Money Problem. 
1. Nature and Origin~ 
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2 •. Kinde of money: advantages and disadvantages. 
3. Re l ation of the government to money: historic 
instances. 
VIII. Immigra t i on Problem. 
1. Conditrbona determining i mmigrat i on. 
2. Evils~ 
3. Rernedies~ 
IX. Pro~ lem of the Standard of Living. 
1. Varia.t ion of .the coat of uroan and rural life. 
2. Elements in the stanlard of living. 
3. Study of the coat of l iving: rent, food etc 
in your locality. 
4. Solution of the problem~ 
• 
• 
X. Problem of Poverty: Distinct 4.on between Pov'3J.'t y and 
Pauperism. . 
1. Conditions responsible for poverty. 
2. Relation of the government to the problem~ 
XI. Prob l em of Mental and Physical Inefficiency and of 
Or ime. 
1. Oondit ~ ons responsible for this problem~ 
2. Relat i on of the gover nment to this problem~ 
3. Forms, /, 
4. Remedi es,' 
~': The Met hode of Te .: whing Economics in the Senior 
Hi gh School. 
A combination of the problem and topical 
met hode in c0nnection with a text book should give con-
creteness, unity and cont i nuity. A syllab-Scan be used 
to gre at advantage as a guide to teachers indicating 
• 
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the most significant topics to be studied and their order~ 
The University of New York has such a syllabus, so does 
the Department of Political Economy of the Unive r sity 
of Chicago. The Department of Public Instruction in 
New J ersey also has a very excellent one~ 
Economics should begin with an inductive 
concrete diacriptive study of familiar concrete and 
indue :C rial fact a, toge ther with obaervat j_cns by the 
puy.:· ile~ This study of things rather than words will · 
connect the study with the wo r ld outside of the 
school. While this study of the concrete problema is 
the most significant) interesting and important to 
the pu~il) yet he should also get some principles 
and general laws of theoretical economics, also some 
forms of applied economics~ 
Students should m~ke observations of 
local economic institutions also secure information 
from individuals and lea rn how to organize it~ The 
teacher can give short lectures to clarify the as s i gn-
ments and suppler.aent and connect the material in the 
textbook and r e~orts~ 
lr (!1-e Tea.-e_lz.of oj Soetczl. 5fu.d'-e.s-5iL(ie of /'I.J:/Cf/(:,fo}e!/7-!z'f-. 
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Note-books, outline mapa, cross-ruled 
paper for statical graphs and tables, r 3ports of bur eaus of 
Munic:lpal Research, po litical platforms, government 
bullet ins and r eports, bank r eports , president messages, 
c ensus reports, congressional debates , reports of 
charities and correct i on and periodicals, such as the 
Literary DigeBt, outlook, Independent and Review of 
Reviews should be u sed in the study of economics~ 
Assignments can be made to groups or individuals, who 
report to the class~ Black board outlines and summa-
ries are also valuable, Drills, teste and reviews should 
be given as in the other social studies~ 
f. The Present Tend-ency~ 
Economics is rapidly gaining favor as a 
a econdary subject. Many pro:minent hi gh sc hools a re gi v-
ing it, prominent educators are advocat 1ng it and a 
number of Collegea will give credit for it. So there 
i s l ittle doubt tha t it will s oon be offered by the 
ma j ority of high schools and will be accepted by most 
of the colleges for entrance cred.it. 
V. Soc iology. 
r~ociolog7 is t he study of forc es and 
phenomena of social li f e from the point of view of 
society as a who le." It is an attempt to describe 
and interpret the mutual rela t :,one of w.en and give an 
understanding of human society. It opens up to the 
student a rich de:partu; -:~mt of human ex!:erience which 
is not incisively touched by any other disctpline. It 
focusses attent ion u~on the processes by which persons 
and societies try to live with each other and aims 
to show the origin and meaning of our s tandards and 
i dea ls. It seeks t his interpretat~on by depicting the 
psychical relation of men to their soc j_e..l and psy-
chical environments; by studying the inetitut !on & 
and groups found in society; also by looking for the 
causes and remedies of miser y producing agencies, which 
are in combat with huraan happiness~ Sociology is not 
only interesting and enriching to the lives of students 
but, is practical in that it gives insight into so-
cial conditions and enables students to adjust them-
selves to t heir environment as well as elevates social 
conditione~ 
• • 
Sociology is the result of two modern 
tend encies: the scientific and the social~ The scientific 
tendency seeks a study and analysis of every kind of 
r eality int erpreting things by facts instead of spegula-
tion. The social spirit seeks the realization of life~s 
possibilities of good for all normal human beings in-
st ead of the few favored ones. Having these two 
tendencies the inevitable r esult is sociology~ 
While students in the secondary school 
cannot be :_g±ven a comprehensive study of this subject, 
yet they cc:m get some vivid ideas of s ocial change, and 
the increasing complexity of society and can be given 
some experience of social phenomena about them, enabling 
t hem to acquire the habit of for r::ing social judgments~ 
The study of sociology in the senior high 
school may be objected to on the ground that it is 
b ·~yond the ability of the Btud ents~ It · seems that -if 
vr e ccns i cler upper high schcol pupils capab le of handling 
the intricacies of forei gn language s and the abstruse 
principles of higher mathematics, they should be able 
to deal with the elements of sociology~ In fact, the 
co1..:ror s ea b eing given in some high schools are proving 
to be int eresting, profitable and well adopted to the 
s t ud ents present develol)ment ~ ., -
Whi le we do not have a large number of 
sui ta1)le texts for such a course neither do we have 
sufficient trained teachers to obtain the beat re-
sults, yet with the pr::;s ent texts and the large amount 
of material for collateral work, also with the goodly 
amount of capable teachers in the social science 
de:pc rtment s, we see not hing to hinder a large nUlnber 
of h i gh schools in having a course in sociology~ 
The gravest difficulty to be met in 
offe ring such a c ourse is the lack of time since the 
curriculurt is already crowded. We believe the solut i on 
of how to be able to give such a course is t o be 
found in the long,:; r scho ol day. High school pupils 
• 
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wit hout doubt wa ste much va l uab le time with a short 
s chool day. So wit h the long school day and supervi s ed 
s t udy the st ;_;dent can take much more work. The year might 
also be lengthened in many places to great advantage~ 
Ano th er remedy given by the committee on social stud ies 
of the Nat i onal Education Association is the study of 
concr ete prob lema of vital i nrport ance' to society and 
wi t r:in the i mmedi ate int erest of th e pupil in the 
t hree different aspects: economic , sociological and 
politi cal. 
The following quot a tlon shows how t his 
may be done: 
''The problem of i mmigrat ion might impose 
i tse lf upon attent ion for any one of a nurttber of 
r easo~s. It will have been t ouched upon in an elementary. 
way in community civics, and doubtless will have come 
up in variety of ways in connect ion wit h hi s tory; but 
it may now be .considered more comprehensively, more 
intensively, and more exhaus tively. One of the chief 
aims should not be to organize knowledge with refer-
ence t o the economic, sociolo gical, and political 
principles involved~ 
Economic r elat i ons of i rumi gr ation: 
Labor supply and other industrial problema (on the 
sid e of "product ion"). 
Stand ards of living, not only of the i mmigrants, 
but also of nat ive Ame ricana as affected by i~ni­
grat ion (on the sid e of "consumption"). 
Relat ion to the probl em of l and tenure in the Uni-
ted States~ 
Sociologi cal r e l a t ions of i mm i grat i on: 
Movements and di st ribution of popula t i on; conge s tion 
in cities; etc~ 
As simi l at i9n of i rruu i grant popula t i on; a dmixture of 
race s ~ 
Vi t al statisti cs, health probl ems, etc. 
Educ a t i onal and re li~i ous prob l ems involved~ 
Social cont ributions of i mmigrants; art, science, 
et hics. 
• 
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Political and governmental relations of irlll1ligrat _i on:: 
Political ideals of imruigrant e,; comparison of their in-
herited political conceptions with those of the country 
of their adoption~ 
Naturalizat i on; its met hods, abuses, etc~ 
The courts in the light of the processes of naturaliza-
t i on. Administrat :i on of i mmigrat i on laws~ 
Defects and inconsistencies in the methode of our 
Government as shown in legislat i on r egarding inwigranta 
and in the admini s trat i on of the laws~ 
Problems of municipal gov er nment arising from or ·. com-
plica ted by inmdgra t i on1J /, 
But there are many que s t i ons and prin~ 
c1p l ea of a more or leas pur~ly eocioibgical~cfiAtict~r 
~hat .ater juet ae important for the considerat i on of a 
hi gh-school boy or girl as many others of a more or 
lese purely economic or political character. A course 
of t he. kind suggested by the co~nittee should doubt-
lese afford opportunity for some conside r at i on of 
such vital social institutions as the family and the 
church. These institutions will, tt is hoped, have been 
studied in some of their aspects and relatione in 
connecti cn with history courses and in community 
civics, but they may now be consi dered from different 
angles, the point of departure being some particular~ 
problem in the foreground of current attention, such 
as, for example, the strength and weakness of the church 
as a socializing factor in rural life, etc. 
Again there are certain facts relating 
to the "social mind" for which the high-school boy and 
girl are quite ready, provided the study has a suf-
ficiently concrete foundation and a sufficiently di-
rect applicat ion. Any daily paper, indeed the life of 
any large school, will afford numerous incidents upon 
which to base a s erious coneiderc-" tion, for example, of 
the inroulaive action of "crowds" in contrast with the 
deliberative action of individuals and of the conse-
quences of such action in social conduct. The power and 
effects of tradition are another phenomenon of socia! 
psychology fully as worthy of s t udy in the high-schoo l. 
as many of the ot her social facts and laws tha t seem 
indispensable; it i s not nece s sary to go farther than 
/ 1 a,s, ;Szo-eLL 2(_ ():f £ d Z(_ e C1- t lt:JJ;v /716 t70 J-~ pa.7 e _j /f- I 
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the curriculum which the pupil is following and the 
me t hode by which he is instructed to find a starting 
point for a discussion of this question and abundant 
mat erial for its exer.aplifica t i orl ~ 
Only a casual glance at the social con~ 
dit~gne in the United States will show that there are 
many maladjustments sociologically~ · The cosmopolitan 
population of the United St a tes adds to the difficulty 
of social adjustment. The framework of society is 
undergoing rapid changes~ The complexity of social 
problems is steadily on the incr ease. The church as 
an Institution occupies a lees stra tegic and con-
spicuous place than it did forme-rly for many of the 
functions form.erly di sche:,_ rged by it have oe en taken 
over by the state and private enterprises. The influ-
ence of the home is also waning on account of a 
number of !Borcee, two of the moF.Jt import ant of which 
e,re the eP.:.. se and frequency of divorce and the haste 
of our mod ern business and social life. So our only 
hope for l a rge and permanent safety is through a just 
and generous r esponse to the many claims of men which 
are pressing in upon us~ "Society must take to itself 
hi gher duties, achieve more complete organizat :l on or 
• 
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lost by strife and disentegra t :L on some portion of the 
good already won". To be able to l!·,eet these duties there 
mu s t be an intensive social enli ghtenment w ~-1ich can 
only be given to any large number by incidental so-
cial instruction in the elementary and junior high 
sc hool and an organized course in the senior high 
sc hool~ 
It is claimed that sociology has instru-
mental, liberalizing, sentimental, civic and vocation~ 
al value. · 
So wit hout doubt there is a tendency to 
introduce it into the s enior high school despite the 
oppo sition of conservative educators. The startling 
revelations of our social conditions obtained from 
facts about men drafted into service have grea tly 
augmented the tendency to emphasize social science in 
the senior high school~ This is no time for negligence 
• • t 
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but for avtion and as the war has ehown us tha t eociolog7 
is one of our great needs; let us make a strenuous effort 
to meet this insistent deruand, by giving our high school 
students a course that wil l lgive them some und e~standing 
of the fundamentals of social life which they encounter. 
' 
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